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PATTERN FORMATION ON ALUMINUM SURFACE DURING ANODIC 

POLARIZATION  

SUMMARY 

Many group of scientists around the world try to produce alumina templates which 

are used in a wide range of applications, with conventional or nonconventional 

methods.  These  production processes have some disadvantages and limitations,  to 

discover a new methods to get nano-pattern on alumina always remains on the 

discussion. 

At this point, an electrochemical behavior of aluminum gain a particular importance, 

it is well known that when aluminum is polarized to more positive potentials, it 

forms a protective oxide layer on its surface instead of dissolving. 

In this study, the anodic polarization behavior of aluminum is investigated utilizing a 

different electrolyte composition to find a new production method where the ordered 

nanostructures quickly evolve in the anodic oxide film The electrolyte composition is 

one of the most critical parameter for anodic polarization process, a mixture of 

sulfuric acid-phosphoric acid is chosen as solution. In order to observe  the effect of 

process parameters (such as electrolyte properties, anode material properties, process 

duration and voltage) on theshape of patterns a set of experiment is made. .  

Qualitative analyses of the experiments have been conducted by using FE-SEM (with 

an EDS attachment) (Field Emmision Electron Microscope) and AFM (atomic force 

microscope) to evaluate structural and morphologicall properties of these ordered 

nanostructures formed during anodic polarization. Also, electrochemical behavior of 

pattern formation is investigated on potential-time, current-time curves in order to 

see the formation and growth mechanism of these patterns during anodic polarization 

process. 

In summary, a new method is proposed for the production of nano structures on 

anodic oxide film. A new pattern formed so called „barnacles‟. This method is very 

advantageous comparing to previous conventional or nonconventional methods, 

because not only it is fast, cheap and simple but also it can easily be applicable to 

any other production process. 
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ANODĠK POLARĠZASYON SIRASINDA ALUMĠNYUM YÜZEYĠNDE 

ġABLON ELDESĠ  

ÖZET 

Dünyanın çeşitli yerlerinden birçok bilim adamı, geleneksel ya da geleneksel 

olmayan  yöntemlerle geniş uygulama alanlarına sahip olan aluminyum malzemeleri 

üretmeye çalışmaktadır. Ancak, günümüzde kullanılan bu üretim prosesleri bazı 

dezavantajlara ve sınırlamalara sahip olduğu için, aluminyum üzerinde nano-şablon 

oluşturmak için yeni bir yöntem keşfetme ihtiyacı her zaman gündemdedir. 

Bu noktada, uygulanmış yüksek potansiyellerde çözünme yerine yüzeyini koruyucu 

oksit filmi ile kapatan aluminyumun özel elektrokimyasal davranışı önem 

kazanmaktadır.  

Bu çalışmanın amacı alüminyumun doğası gereği anodik polarizasyon sırasında 

oluşturduğu oksit filmin özelliklerinin incelenmesi ve elektrolit ile ilişkisinden 

yararlanarak üzerinde geniş bir alanda düzenli alumina nano-yapıların elde 

edilmesidir.    

Anodik polarizasyon sırasında oluşan oksit filmin fiziksel ve kimyasal özelliklerinin 

anodun içinde bulunduğu elektrolite bağlı olduğu gerçeğinden yola çıkarak çalışma 

sırasında öncelikli olarak elektrolitin bileşiminin dereceli bir şekilde değiştirildiği bir 

takım deneyler yapılmıştır. Söz konusu deneylerin sonucunda fosforik asit ile sülfirik 

asit oranlarının 2:3 olduğu durumda oksit filminde „barnacle‟ şeklinde şablonların 

elde edildiği görülmüş, daha sonra farklı proses parametrelerinde yapılan deneyler 

sonucunda da desen yapıları ile farklı çalışma koşulları (elektrolit özellikleri, anot 

malzeme özellikleri, proses süresi ve voltaj etkisi) arasındaki ilişki 

değerlendirilmiştir. 

Anodik polarizasyon işlemi sırasında oluşan düzenli ve kararlı bu nano yapıların 

fiziksel ve kimyasal özellikleri SEM (EDS eklemeli) ve AFM yüzey karakterizasyon 

yöntemleri yapılarak tanımlanmıştır. 

Özet olarak, anodik oksit film üzerinde bulunan „barnacles‟ olarak adlandırılmış 

nano yapıların eldesi için yeni bir yöntem bu çalışma içerisinde önerilmiştir.  Bu 

metot geleneksel veya geleneksel olmayan yöntemlere nazaran daha ucuz, daha 

kolay ve çeşitli üretim proseslerine daha kolay adapte edilebilir özellik 

göstermektedir.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Periodic nanoporous materials have become popular due to their potential in a wide 

range of template applications [1,2]. These nano structures are important because of  

their possible usage to form nanowires, nanodots (1d structure), nanostructured 

functional arrays and nanofunctional surfaces for optoelectronic [3-7] magnetic [4-8] 

and electronic devices [2-7]. It is likely to produce these devices by filling 

nanostructures with metallic or semiconducting materials (Fe, Ni, Pb, etc) via various 

deposition techniques[10-14]. Nanostructures can also be used for membrane  (for 

filtering chemical) and bio medical industry (for bone fixation or biosensor) 

[2,15,16].  

So far, a wide variety of fabrication techniques like conventional methods 

(lithographic methods, scanning probe techniques and masking with copolymers) 

have been used to produce nanotemplates with higher aspect ratio, higher regularity 

and reliability. However all these micro and nanofabrication techniques have some 

economical and technological restrictions such as having limited pattern area, low 

throughput, long process time and high cost [3, 6]. Thus, in order to overcome these 

disadvantages, studies on finding alternative production techniques have been 

searched.  

The electrochemical behavior of aluminum gains a special importance: when 

aluminum is forced to be at a more positive potential, an oxide layer forms on its 

surface, preventing to get any reaction between a bulk material and an electrolyte.  

Finding a way to control this natural behavior of aluminum, a big step to produce 

ordered nanostructure would be accomplished. 

Therefore, many researchers have been working on anodic oxide film formation to 

understand how its microstructure depends on reaction conditions. Eventually, they 

have shown that, by using same electrolyte composition, it is possible to get 

anodization, electropolishing or etching effect on aluminum surfaces in different 

operating conditions. Electropolishing occurs if the electrolyte forms a thin viscous 

oxide layer at a high current level, due to the leveling effect of the oxide layer 
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making the aluminum rough surfaces smooth [34]. On the other hand, etching is seen  

if the resulting reaction product of the electrolyte  forms a limiting soluble 

compound, (as in the case of metallography which is based on different reactivity of 

etchant with substrate material). By using one of the limited acid and arranging the 

process parameters, it is also possible to make anodization of aluminum which 

results in an oxide layer consisting of a compact barrier and a nano ordered porous 

layer [17].  

By taking this fact into account, some researchers like Zhang [7], Jessensky [9], 

Masuda [18], Hoar [19], O‟Sullivan [20], Li [21], Parkhutik [22], Hebert [23], 

Martin [24], Kumar [25], Ono [26], Van Overmeere [27], Xu [28], Sheng [29] and 

Su [20] have tried to explain and improve the anodization method for the fabrication 

of regularly ordered nanostructures, since these porous structure are very suitable for 

the production of the templates. Even though the anodization method is cheap, 

practical, simple and has high throughputs, pattern evolution is quite slow (it requires 

at least 2 step process) and it is difficult to produce defect free area in large surfaces. 

Therefore, scientists have been looking for new alternatives. Yuzhakov et al [31, 32] 

have proposed a new process to get pattern formation different than porous structure 

that Masuda et al found. Even though getting ordered pattern is quick by using 

Yuzhakov‟s method, their size is too small in comparison to its alternatives such as 

conventional methods or electrochemical based self-assembling process [32]. 

Although, the most commonly used templates are made of alumina; in the literature 

there has not been an adequate analysis made to find a new anodic oxide template 

fabrication methods by manipulating the electrochemical behavior of aluminum. 

The motivation of this work is to determine a new fabrication method where the 

ordered nanostructures in anodic oxide template are produced quickly by using safe 

and easy usage of an electrolyte. This study attains to form various nanopatterns on 

anodic oxide film which will become candidate for templates after being anodized.  

A mixture of phosphoric and sulfuric acid is chosen as the electrolyte for this study. 

The phosphoric acid is chosen because it forms a viscous phosphate layer on 

aluminum surface [33, 34], the sulfuric acid is selected due to its etching effect [33, 

34]. The water content is critical since it affects the adsorption mechanism of ions on 

the anode material and the acid concentration of the electrolyte [35]. This electrolyte 

can also be utilized for electropolishing in different operating conditions.   
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Concisely, a progressive study is realized in order to produce different shaped 

patterns during anodic polarization of aluminum and then its formation mechanism is 

discussed by bifurcational analysis.  

In order to get pattern formed during anodic polarization of aluminum a series of 

experiments have been conducted by changing the electrolyte composition. The 

phosphoric acid concentration is changed from 0-100% in the electrolyte composed 

of sulfuric and phosphoric acid. The electrolyte temperature is 60°C. Anode material 

is aluminum, cathode is stainless steel. The distance between the anode and the 

cathode materials is 15mm. The process time is 12 seconds. This short duration is 

chosen to avoid burning in the anode material due to fast current changing during the 

process [17, 36, 37]. In order to get full efficiency of the electrical field, no masking 

applied to the anode material. The total surface area of the anode material is 1200 

mm
2
 (approximately 30mmx20mm). Once the pattern form on the anodic oxide film, 

 A series of experiments are made to understand the effects of parameters 

(temperature, time, the agitation of the electrolyte, the thickness of the anode 

material, the pretreatment of the anode material, the roughness of the anode, 

accessibility of the process to the anode backside, anode/cathode surface ratio, 

anode-cathode distance and aluminum ion content in the electrolyte) on the 

morphology as well as the mechanism of the patterns formed.  The qualitative 

analyses of the experiments have been made by FE-SEM (with EDS attachment) and 

AFM . Also, the electrochemical analysis where the current and the potential of the 

cell are measured during the process is conducted in order to see the formation and 

growth mechanism of these patterns during anodic polarization process. 

Consequently, alternative to earlier conventional (molding, texturing) or 

nonconventional pattern production methods (electrochemical self-assembling 

process), in this work an exclusive stable „barnacle shaped pattern‟ has been 

developed by utilizing a fast electrochemical process. In this process, these 

nanostructures having60-300 nm heights are formed in an extremely short processing 

duration. Moreover, when these nanostructures are anodized they form self ordered 

nano arrays (porous structure) on the anode surface. Therefore, if the anodized 

nanostructures were taken as templates in electroplating, it would result in the 

ordered nanowires which make this study important in industrial scale production 

due to this nanofunctional property.  
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However, even the whole template production process is well known; the scope of 

this study is only limited by the production of the barnacle shaped pattern on 

aluminum surface during anodic polarization process. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1. Electrochemical Behavior of Aluminum and Anodic Oxide Film 

Formation  

In order to understand metal behavior in a solution, potential-pH diagram so called 

Pourbaix diagram will be referred. In the Pourbaix diagram of pure aluminum 

Al(OH)3 or Al2O3.3H20 film are stable in  neutral aqueous solution (pH 4.5-8.5) [40].  

In aqueous solution, the corrosion product is aluminum hydroxide changes to 

hydrated aluminum oxide (Al2O3.3H20), which is less adherent and less protective 

than one forms in air [41-43].  

 

Figure 2.1 : Potential(SHE)-pH diagram for aluminum in pure water  

(Url2, 2010) 

Different from the other metal oxides, aluminum oxide film is more resistant to acid 

then the alkaline solution which makes it very special. Its limited solubility in 

phosphoric acid, oxalic acid, nitric acid and sulfuric acid makes this anodic oxide 

useable for wide range of applications. The main weakness occurs when it is in the 

chloride or high sulfur containing solutions. The pitting or exfoliation corrosion 
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starts due to surface interactions with ions in the electrolyte which breaks down the 

passive film forming during the anodic polarization of aluminum [44]. 

Electrochemically, the passive film formation on aluminum is shown in Evans 

diagram: 

 

Figure 2.2 : Evans diagram of aluminum in neutral solution (Alpay, 2009) 

Theoretically there is no remarkable difference between the anodic oxide film 

formation mechanism in aqueous solution or in air. The film formed in the aqueous 

solution will be discussed in this chapter. (See Figure 2.3.) 

 

Figure 2.3 : Idealized model to show the Electrical Double Layer formation  

on the electrode surface in an aqueous solution (Kanani, 2004) 
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In a general point of view, the oxide film formation on aluminum realizes in five 

steps which starts from the adsorption of the polarizable molecules due to Coulombic 

force in the system [47]: 

1. Physisorption: Physical Adsorption of oxygen molecules (OH
-
) from the 

air/aqueous solution on to the metal surface (oxygen atoms are weakly bounded to 

the surface). 

2. Chemisorption: On most metals, the oxygen molecules rapidly dissociate into 

oxygen atoms and the resulting layer of atoms that is more strongly bound to the 

metal surface at preferred nucleation sites.  

3. When the electrical circuit is closed permitting the flow of anodic current, 

more oxygen atoms arrives to the metal surface. They start to penetrate into the 

surface it by diffusion.  

4. Saturation of the surface and subsurface with oxygen atoms, leading to 

formation of oxide nuclei on the surface. 

5. The passive film starts to grow on the anode material. Its composition mainly 

depends on the species in the electrolyte or the alloying element of the substrate 

material.  

Once the anode material is immersed into the electrolyte and gets contact with it, a 

very thin oxide layer so called Electrical Double Layer (EDL) forms on its surface. 

This EDL thin film is very important electrochemically since it controls the anodic 

oxide film formation mechanism [46, 48]. EDL consists of the Inner Helmholtz layer 

which is formed on the electrode surface related to the electrostatic repulsion of one 

or two polar water molecules/solvated ions to the anode surface and the Outer 

Helmholtz layer which is the distance between the adsorbed species and the electrode 

surface. This newly formed Helmholtz layer of oriented polar molecules/ions greatly 

reduces the ion transport to the electrode surface, so the current decreases.  There is a 

voltage difference between the polarized electrode surface and the charge on the 

EDL thin film with a distance of EDL thickness, a capacitance is created within the 

EDL-electrode surface. If the applied potential does not provide enough energy to 

overcome the capacitance , the process will become activation controlled (at EDL); 

however if there is adequate energy, the oxidation reaction will be controlled by 

“diffusion process” where the ions through the diffusion layer is the limiting step 

[47]. (see Figure 2.3.) 
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However, it is important to prevent any over  potential since it results in the 

decomposition of oxide film, leading to form oxygen gases in transpassive region 

[39, 42, 46]. 

Below, all the possible reactions occurring in an anodic polarization cell are 

indicated [16, 21]: 

Anode: Al (s) → Al
3+

(oxide) + 3e
-
                (2.1a) 

3/2 H20(l) →3/2 OH
-
 +3/2 H

+
  →3/2 O

-2
(oxide)  + 3H

+
(aq)                             (2.1b) 

Cathode: 2H
+ 

(aq) +OH
-
(aq) →H20(l)                     (2.2a) 

     3H
+
(aq) +3e

-
   →3/2 H2 (g)                                    (2.2b) 

Total reaction: Al(s) +3/2 H2O → Al2O3(oxide) + 6H
+
 +6e

-
                               (2.3a) 

2Al(OH)3  Al2O3.3H2O                (2.3b) 

A following reaction 2.1. a, aluminum dissolves at the meta/oxide interface due to 

the chemical dissolution reaction under high electrical field, leading aluminum ions 

to move outwardly form the anode  2.1a, . In the meantime, by withdrawing electrons 

from the anode, OH
-
 ions from water will be attracted to the anode and H

+
 ions are 

reduced at the cathode surface with the help of Coulombic Forces. (Equations 2.2a, 

2.2b). At this point, the oxide film starts to form, at metal/oxide interface; the water 

dissociates (2.1b) in order to give oxygen anions into the electrolyte moving 

inwardly towards the anode. 

The forming hydrate or non hydrate film (2.3a, 2.3b) is characterized, with a number 

of polymorphs, hydrates, and incorporated ions. Anodic Al2O3 could be exist in 

various forms, e.g., Al2O3·(H2O)n where n = 0 to 3.  

The most common alumina seen in the literature are stated below: 
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Table 2.1 : Different forms of aluminum oxide [17] 

Generally speaking, the crystal structure of the alumina formed during anodic 

polarization is mostly reported as amorphous even if this depends on its composition. 

These hypotheses are still under discussion [17] . 

2.2. Electrochemical Processes Used to Produce Template from Anodic Oxide 

Film: 

For more than 50 years, scientists have been looking for an explanation to control the 

surface morphology of the oxide film and its composition by changing 

electrochemical process parameters. Every change in parameters leads to serve the 

electrolyte for anodization, electropolishing or for etching process. 

Among them, anodization and electropolishing have a particular importance since 

both can produce patterns on aluminum surfaces Therefore; in this chapter the 

anodization and the electropolishing processes are explained, then the pattern 

formation mechanism via these methods are discussed.  

2.2.1. Anodization: 

Anodization is a quite new and common process used for template production 

because it is easy to use, cheap, practical and it makes aluminum resistant to 

corrosion. This method forms two different nanostructured alumina films on the 

substrate material/aluminum surface: first the compact barrier oxide layer is formed 

on the surface, then depending on change in electrical field, temperature and/or pH of  

solution/electrolyte this compact oxide layer grows in a way resulting a porous 

structure. The thickness, the pore size and the chemistry of the film could be 

controlled by altering process parameters [2, 49-52, 50] such as electrolyte 

composition [15, 26, 53, 54] and temperature [2, 3, 21, 44, 53, 55] both  have  a 

Name Crystalline form Density(g/cm
3
) Remark 

Corundum α- Al2O3 3.97 Found in nature 

Boehmite α- Al2O3.H20 3.44  

Gibbsite α- Al2O3.(H20)3 2.42  

Diaspore β- Al2O3.H20 3.4 No occurrence 

in nature 

Bayerite β- Al2O3.(H20)3  2.53  

Gamma Alumina γ- Al2O3   
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significant role  not only in the formation of the thin film, but also in its mechanical 

properties [52]. Since at low temperatures (0-5°C) the porous film formed is thick, 

compact and hard (which is called „hard anodization‟) then at a high temperatures 

(60-75°C), „mild anodization‟ forms thin porous film which is soft and less 

protective [56, 57]. 

2.2.1.1. Barrier film formation:  

Barrier  film is formed when the forming oxide layer outgrows EDL thickness. This 

is the results of the reaction between oxygen (O
-2

/OH
- 

mainly coming from 

dissociation of water at the electrolyte/oxide interface) and aluminum cations 

(coming from the metal surface).  [2].  

Ideally, „barrier film‟ is nonporous thin oxide layer which conducts both electrons 

(electronic current) and ions (ionic current) under high electric field strength. The 

electric field on the barrier layer is controlled by the ratio of the applied voltage to  

its thickness [2, 46, 56, 58]. The presence of this electric field in the compact oxide 

layer can be explained by “high field ionic conduction theory” (2.4) which has a 

significant role on the nonporous oxide layer formation mechanism. According to 

this classical theory, under the same applied voltage, at high field strength, the 

anodic barrier film thickness is inversely proportional to the logarithm of ionic 

current: 

J = J0 exp(BE)                                                                                                          (2.4) 

Where J0 and B are temperature dependent constants involving parameters of ionic 

transport, characteristic to each metal [28, 38]. 

Nevertheless, even this theory explains how the electric field changes across the 

barrier layer, it does not give any information about the continuity of the anodic 

oxide film formation process. For example, in the case of the „non-soluble‟ oxide 

film formation in the neutral electrolyte (pH:5-7) like ammonium tartarate, neutral 

boric acid, ammonium borate, and ammonium tetraborate in ethylene glycol, all Al
+3

 

cations migrating from the anode into the electrolyte are expected to form Al2O3  on 

the surface until the surface is covered with non conductive oxide film [1, 41]. This 

film does not completely prevent any reaction since there is always dissolution 

reaction at slow rates which makes the oxide dense and compact in a long term 

stability [17, 56, 59, 60]. However related to „equifield strength model‟ there exists a 
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limit for nonporous alumina film formation since the electric field strength across the 

forming oxide film is not stable. This model claims that the alumina formation will 

continue until it reaches to the critical thickness where the corresponding electric 

field strength does not have enough driving force for the anions to cross the oxide 

barrier layer. So constant electric field with uniform thickness has reached in the 

whole area of the barrier layer which leads to form porous oxide for further operation 

[1, 2, 48, 52, 56]. 

The strong interaction between the driving force, applied potential, and the critical 

thickness of the nonporous oxide film is explained below:  

In the case of barrier oxide film formation, the applied voltage is consumed in three 

different layers until the oxide film reaches to the critical thickness :Helmholtz layer, 

Gouy-Chapman Layer and growing oxide film. [46, 48]. (See Figure2.3.) 

1. Helmholtz layer at o/e interface: The Hemholtz thickness is on the order of the 

ion radius and remains constant during the barrier film formation. It depends on 

electrolyte composition. 

2. Gouy Chapman space charge (Diffusion) layer extends to a quasi neutral 

electrolyte region. The properties and the thickness of the diffusion layer 

affecting the resulting oxide film composition and structure, depends on 

electrolyte parameters (permittivity, rate of transfer at Gouy-Chapman, 

temperature, volume ion concentration, etc) which will be discussed in further 

chapters. 

3. Growing oxide layer: The oxide layer thickness grows gradually due to ion 

transfer from electrolyte to metal until it reaches to a critical thickness. 

For a barrier film formation process, the purity of the substrate metal is also 

important since any contamination or alloying element in the substrate metal can 

affect the thermodynamic of the surface, favoring only the most active metal to 

oxidize. Therefore, the presence of other elements can retard the whole oxidation 

reaction of the substrate material [44].  

Once the oxidation of pure substrate material starts, it continues as far as it reaches to 

the critical thickness of the oxide film, which depends on the diffusion of ions in the 

electrolyte and their transfers across the film under high electric field [44]. 

However, even if the oxide film grows on the substrate material, this formation does 

not guarantee the continuity and the effectiveness of the film against the corrosion 
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for any of the substrate metals. Hence N.B. Pilling and R.E. Bedworth [15,61,62] 

have suggested in 1923 that metal oxide film can be categorized via R PB (2.5) 

coefficient which gives the rate of protection  of their oxide film.  

This coefficient can be explained mathematically by: 

R PB =  =                 (2.5) 

R PB : Pilling-Bedworth ratio, M:  atomic or molecular mass, n: number of atoms of 

metal per one molecule of the oxide, q: density, V:  molar volume 

R PB <1  The oxide film tends to be porous/cracked, it cannot cover the 

metal surface entirely and the oxide film has an open porous structure. In that case 

oxidation continues and the kinetic tends to be linear. There is no protection. (eg:Mg) 

R PB =1   A stress free closed layer can be formed. 

1< R PB<2  A closed layer forms on a metal surface, some amount of 

internal compressive stress presents between them. The location of this stress 

depends on where the reaction takes place. The passive oxide film and complete 

protection occurs on the metal surface. 

2< R PB   At excessively large R PB , large compressive stresses are likely 

to exist in the metal oxide leading to buckling and spalling of the oxide film. Thus 

the forming film chips off and does not protect the surface .Aluminum‟s Pilling 

Bedworth ratio (2.6) is calculated to be 1.28 [63]; 

R PB = =  =1.28                    (2.6) 

This result shows that even the oxide film has a certain level of stress, it is still 

expected to protect the substrate material.  

In fact, although R PB still keeps its importance, nowadays the protectiveness of the 

oxide film can be determined more precisely by both investigating the thermal 

expansion behavior of the oxide and the substrate material or the adherence between 

the metal and its oxide film. [15, 61, 62]. 
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Chemical Composition of Barrier Layer: 

As far as  the composition of the barrier film is concerned, in addition to the anodic 

polarization reaction, some anions in the electrolyte may also be incorporated in the 

aluminum oxide layer during the polarization process [64]. Particularly, when the 

reaction occurs in an electrolyte containing phosphate and sulfate ions, there is a 

competition among reactions (2.1b, 2.7c and 2.8) leading to replace O
-2

 (2.1b) in the 

oxide as substitutions or contamination impurities by the base anions within the same 

depth [21]: 

H3PO4 H
+
 + H2PO4

-1
                            (2.7a) 

H2PO4
-2

   2H
+
+ HPO4

-2
                              (2.7b) 

HPO4
-2

  3H
+
 + PO4

-3
                           (2.7c) 

H2SO4
- 

(aq) →SO4
-2 

(oxide) + H
+ 

(aq)                                  (2.8) 

2.2.1.2. Porous film formation: 

In recent years, much attention has been paid to porous aluminum anodic oxide 

(AAO) films rather than the nonporous barrier oxide layer due to their potential 

usage in nanoscience and nanotechnology. Although Yin et al [65] have been the 

first to report AAO with highly dense pores, AAO films with highly ordered pores 

were obtained 40 years later [18]. 

As mentioned earlier when aluminum is anodized in an acidic or alkaline solution, 

contrary to that of neutral solution, the film morphology becomes porous with pore 

diameters ranges of 20-200 nm, due to the relatively high solubility of amphoter 

character alumina in the electrolyte [25, 66]. By controlling the process parameters, it 

is possible to produce porous film structure in the anodic oxide film with so called 

“anodization process”. Industrially, the anodization is accomplished in acidic 

solution such as sulfuric (15%), phosphoric (5%), chromic (5%) and oxalic acid (3%) 

in a pH and applied voltage range of 0 to 1 and 20-100V respectively [21, 25, 56, 60, 

67-69]. Local heating of the electrolyte, field-assisted dissolution under high electric 

field, direct Al-ion transfer and gel like aluminum hydroxide formation affect the 

structure of the oxide film whose kinetic depends on thermodynamic of the surface, 

diffusion and mass transfer across the oxide layer [2, 44, 48]. 
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In 1940s even the general conception of the porous oxide film formation mechanism 

has been made, the details cannot be well explained until the discovery of electron 

microscopy. 

In 1953, Keller and its coworkers [17] have described how they had produced a 

hexagonally closed-packed porous alumina with a barrier layer. They have also 

demonstrated the relationship among applied potential, interpore distance and pore 

diameter. This model helps to understand the chemical and physical properties of the 

porous structure‟s [17]. Then in 1959, Hoar et al [19] have published an article where 

they explain the kinetics of the pore formation by considering the electric field in the 

electrochemical cell. Also, a theoretical model on well developed pores has predicted 

a linear dependence of pore size on the applied voltage, but the mechanism for pore 

ordering has not been stated in such a steady-state model. 

Since 1970, a ternary system of „aluminum/anodic oxide/electrolyte‟ has been 

studied in detail by many different groups. The most comprehensive studies have 

been made by O‟Sullivan, Jessensky, Li and Parkhutik and Shershulsky. In 1970, 

O‟Sullivan [20] et al. verified what Hoar[19] have had said experimentally. In 1983, 

Li et al. [21] have recommended that hydrogen ions and electric field have a 

particular importance for the pore formation. Then in 1992, Parkhutik and 

Shershulsky [22] have proposed a theoretical model based on the oxidation and field 

assisted dissolution mechanism. In 1997 [70] and in 1998 [9] Jessensky et al. have 

written two different articles. They gave all the details about pattern formation 

mechanism in 1997, then in 1998 he explained why the agitation and electropolishing 

were necessary in order to get self ordering porous structure during anodization [9 

,70]. In the same year, Zhang et al. [7] have published an article where they have 

emphasized the pore regularities‟ strong dependence on the surface features of the 

substrate metal. In 2001, a deeper research has been made by Hebert [23] and Martin 

[24]. They have both insisted on the role of electric field dissolution occurs in the 

pore nucleation and growth. They have claimed that a large number of defects such 

as impurities, dislocation, grain boundaries, or nonmetallic inclusions in the 

underlying metal could cause a faster dissolution rate and lead to a pit growth. In 

2005, Kumar [25] et al have written an article where they have given electrochemical 

analysis of the pattern formation which consists of curve of current versus time for 

potentiostatic anodization or curve of potential versus time for galvanostatic 
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anodization [25]. In the same year, Ono et al [26] have made a research about the 

various pretreatment effect on self ordering anodic porous alumina formed in organic 

acid electrolyte. 

Since 1950, with the help of electron microscopy, anodic oxide film formation could 

have been able to  analyzed,. Especially, thanks to the article prepared by Overmeere 

et al in 2009 [27] where they have detailed in situ detection on the pore initiation 

during aluminum thin film anodization via. It has been seen that the porous film 

forms as a result of a dynamic equilibrium between the oxide dissolution and oxide 

formation reactions [22]. The dissolution occurs at oxide/electrolyte interface, 

depending on the field assisted dissolution and the hydrogen ions concentration in 

the solution. There is always an oxide formation at metal/oxide interface where 

oxidizing agent concentration is vital.  Potential and electric field on the anode 

surface have affected pore formation, pore diameter and interpore distance [17]. In 

short, as it is stated earlier for the barrier layer formation, the porous structure starts 

to form after the thickness of the compact oxide layer exceeds a critical value where 

the electric field does not adequate to provide ionic conduction in the oxide layer but 

only electric conduction [2]; then it grows perpendicular to the anode surface under 

electrical double layer effect, due to the contact between the fresh electrolyte and the 

pore bottoms [46, 52, 71].  

This directional growth mechanism is well explained first by Xu [28] then detailed 

by Su in 2008 [2, 30]. They have indicated that pores are first formed at certain 

micro-rough regions where the current density is concentrated on and then the pores 

grow perpendicular to the surface considering a trade off between field-enhanced 

oxide dissolution at the oxide/electrolyte interface and oxide growth at the 

metal/oxide interface [72]. Added to the perpendicular oxide formation, the 

horizontal growth also occurs simultaneously. According to the equifield strength 

model proposed by Su [2, 30], faster oxidation occurs on pit sites since thinner oxide 

layer states there. For instance, the field strength at B‟B is higher than that of A‟A or 

C‟C . Porous oxide film formation and growth is shown briefly in Figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4 : Oxide film growth mechanism (Kanani, 2004) 

If the barrier oxide film dissolution rate is measured during the pore formation, it is 

seen that reactions occurs faster since the solution properties at pore base changes 

(temperature increases due to the exothermic oxidation reaction (2.9, 2.10) [15, 21, 

22, 28, 93], electrolyte concentration changes) [52].   

Al2O3(s) + 6H
+

(g)
 
 2Al

+3
(l) + 3 H2O(l)    ∆H < 0           (2.9) 

4Al(s) + 3 O2(g)  2 Al2O3(s)                ∆G°  = −  1680 kJ/mol of oxide    (2.10)            

 Equations (2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5) for the porous film formation show first typical 

anodic oxidation reactions on the cathode and anode material where the compact 

oxide film thickens until insufficient ionic current through the oxide layer. So, the 

porous structure starts to form in the barrier due to lack of anions [21, 60]. This 

defency is met by the dissolution of the oxide film. As the anode surface becomes 

non uniform it leads to an increase in chemical dissolution of the oxide film and a 

change in electrolyte pH. The equilibrium between the film formation and 

dissolution reaction is lost [21], porous film forms on the compact oxide layer [2].  

Chemical composition of the porous film depends on the role of ions in the 

electrolyte: some do not contribute in the oxide film formation, some become 

incorporated in alumina. The ions are classified into three categories in terms of their 

ionic mobility in forming oxide film; immobile, outwardly and inwardly mobile ions. 

The direction of the mobile ions is determined by the type of the charged species in 

the film. For example, if the incorporated species are cations, they would move 

outwardly during the anodic reaction from the aluminum. Therefore, the thickness of 

the outer oxide film is strongly influenced by the directionality of the electrolyte 

species while the inner oxide film consists of the compact aluminum oxide. 
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Table 2.2 : Ionic species present in the electrolyte during the  

anodization process [17] 

However, these incorporated anions can also negatively affect porous oxide film 

formation mechanism since the chemical dissolution reaction is the first order 

reaction which can be inhibited by them [74, 28]. 

2.2.2. Polishing 

Polishing of anode material can be made by mechanically, chemically or 

electrochemically. For the last two methods, the leveling effect occurs in the 

formation of thin oxide layer. 

The most common chemical polishing process used industrially today is „Bright dip‟ 

process [33]. It contains 71.5% phosphoric acid, 10% aluminum phosphate, 16% 

water, 25% nitric acid and sometimes if it is required, 6-10% sulfuric acid [33]. This 

is not the only electrolyte used for chemical polishing, there is also another solution 

which is very practical to use: H3PO4 (85%wt): H2SO4 (98%wt): H2O (8:1:1v/v) [75].  

There are also other chemical polishing solutions which are different composition of 

phosphoric acid/ sulfuric acid/ nitric acid/ acetic acid/ hydrofluoric acid with or 

without water [33].  

The main characteristic of the chemical polishing process is its non requirement of an 

external power supplier [33]. Generally, the temperature of the process changes from 

room temperature to a high temperature (95ºC) [34]. It is a simple process and 

generally preferred by a wide range of manufacturers to produce a bright finish on 

aluminum [76].  

Electropolishing which affects directly the topography of the anodic oxide film has 

an outstanding importance [60]. Since the mechanical polishing is difficult, the 

required fully bright finish can be reached by this method at lower costs [77]. In 

literature the electropolishing is presented as a particular electrochemical process 

which removes macro and micro roughness from the surface at high current density 

by forming an anodic oxide film on the substrate. This film has a role of leveling 

Immobile Species  Outwardly Mobile 

Species 

Inwardly Mobile 

Species 

Silicate, Arsenate Antimonate, 

Chromate, Borate, 

Molybdate 

Phosphate, Sulfate, 

Selenate 
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effect instead of corrosion protection [78].  The process is described as „a non-

contact, open-type surface finishing process based on anodic dissolution of a metal or 

alloy in an appropriately electrolyte with an external source of electricity. It is used 

as a pretreatment method before the anodic oxide film formation [79].  

The basic electropolishing setup consists of an anode, a cathode, an electrolyte and a 

power supplier [79]. (Fig. 2.5)  

Figure 2.5 : Basic electropolishing model (Aydoğan, 2003) 

The most important parameter is the limiting current value which determines the 

controlling mechanism. If the applied current is less than the limiting current value, 

mass transfer and potential distribution are both effective on the electropolishing 

process contrary to the case where the current is equal to limiting current. In the 

latter, aluminum ions are suggested as the governing species for the salt film 

formation during anodic dissolution so mass transport becomes the controlling 

mechanism for the electropolishing [80, 81].   

In the Figure 2.6., the idealized current-voltage plot in electropolishing is given: 
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Figure 2.6 :.E-i curve of an ideal electropolishing process  (Kanani, 2004) 

As the voltage is increased along the section AB, this reflects anodic dissolution or 

etching on the sample surface: 

 Me                 Me
+2

 + 2e
-
                                                     (2.11) 

Then at point B, the passive film begins to form at the surface, so the current drops 

along BC. Even if the voltage is increased between C and D, there is no increase of 

current, because of the compact oxide film which inhibits the ionic current(barrier 

effect). Thus, it is in that region that electropolishing should have been done. As the 

voltage is further increased from D , the transpassive region will start and the current 

increases again due to the oxygen evolution [47, 76]. 

In 2009 [82], Ma et al have proposed a model to explain the physical picture of  the 

electropolishing mechanism. As the process is mass transport controlled, in the 

presence of a salt film, the precipitate film composes of two types of microstructures:  

1. Compact Salt film region (approximately 10nm) where there is a formation of a 

solid dielectric barrier through which the cations are transported by solid-state ionic 

conduction in the presence of  higher electric field.  

2. Porous Salt film region (up to few micrometer) whose pores are filled with 

electrolyte  at the saturation concentration and mobile charge carriers (anions and 

cations) transport the current by migration in the electric field inside the pores 

There are many different electrolyte used for aluminum electropolishing like Brytal 

solution: 15% Na2CO3-5% Na3PO4 (80°C, 2V) [14]; Perchloric Acid-Alcohol 

solution (1:4vol) [14]; 62cc perchloric acid-700cc ethanol-100cc butyl cellusolve-

137cc distilled water [83]; 60% ethanol-40% perchloric acid [84], 70%ethanol-30% 
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perchloric acid [84], 80%ethanol-20% perchloric acid [84], H3PO4 (85%wt): 

H2SO4(68%wt): H2O (2:2:1v/v) [9, 72, 75] , concentrated H3PO4:H2SO4 [85].   

Last mentioned electrolyte composition shows that the same electrolyte can be used 

for chemical polishing, electropolishing or even for anodizing by changing the 

process parameters.  

2.3. Regular Array Production Methods on Aluminum Oxide Film  

So far, there has been many different methods used in order to get regular structure 

on the anodic oxide aluminum.  

In 1995, Masuda and Fukuda [18] have discovered the „double anodization‟ process 

by using the same principle that the other methods have mentioned in 2007, such as 

texturing by nano indenting or using SiC texturing molds [87]. All these methods 

aim to get regular pattern formation on anodic oxide film. However the regular 

porous film formation requires very long processing time and needs  substrate 

pretreatment.   

In 1997 and 1998, Yuzhakov et al [31, 32] have found a new way of production so 

called “electrochemical based self-assembling” process. This process is a new, 

alternative to earlier mentioned pattern formation methods. Patterns produced by this 

method are non porous and their sizes are small compared the others. 

This chapter covers both the double anodization method proposed by Masuda and 

Fukuda [18] and electropolished based method of Yuzhakov et al [31, 32]. . 

2.3.1. Anodization 

It is possible to produce porous anodic oxide film when aluminum is anodically 

polarized in acidic solution, especially in oxalic acid, phosphoric acid or sulfuric 

acid. A two layered structure is observed on the substrate material: first the non 

conductive, compact barrier layer is formed (10-15nm) and then when the layer 

thickens where transfer ionic conductivity is difficult; the oxide film dissolution 

begins to form a porous structure. [17]. 

In order to be able to use these pores as template, they could be filled with other 

metals in ordered manner. Therefore, getting sufficient thickness and having well 

ordered pores in the barrier layer are crucial.  [17, 21]. Once the porous film starts to 
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from, whatever the duration of the process, both structures has to be remained on the 

substrate material [2, 7, 17 ,48, 88].  

Figure 2.7 a presents the anodic oxide film structure 

 

Figure 2.7 : Anodic oxide film structure (Shcneider, 2005) 

While the porous film grows, repulsive force is generated among the pores. This 

force is formed during anodic polarization process because the volume of alumina is 

larger than aluminum. Hence the porous structure can only expand in the vertical 

direction, therefore the existing pore walls are pushed upwards which leads to get 

thicker ordered porous structure in alumina [9, 69, 86, 98].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8: Aluminum oxide film formation mechanism (Zhang, 1998) 
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It is worth to note that this volume expansion effect is quite important for the self 

ordering mechanism of porous structures. Suppose that aluminum oxidizes to 

alumina with an efficiency of 100%, the initial volume would increase twice as 

much; however the fact that under the high electric field, the mobile aluminum ions 

in the oxide can be injected into the electrolyte without forming oxide and the 

hydration occurs at the oxide/electrolyte interface, so the full efficiency could never 

been realized [5, 17]. Therefore it can be hypothesized that reorientation of O
2-

 and 

Al
+3

 ions at the interface coupled with compressive stress favors the formation of 

ordered pores (as the volume expansion ratio increases) on the surface of anodic 

alumina. 

Nevertheless, the compressive stress in porous structure is not the only parameter  to 

control the growing process since there is always thermal stress inside the oxide film 

which is generated by the exothermic reaction (2.9, 2.10) of the anodic dissolution 

process. The latter has a negative effect on the regularity of the pore arrangement 

contrary to the former [17].  

 

Figure 2.9 : Ideal pore growth model with the stress interaction  

among the pores (Url 2) 

In 1995, Masuda and Fukuda [18] have discovered a process which results in to 

regular arrays in anodic oxide film. The process consists of two steps: the first is a 

long-anodization step which involves the pores initiation in a self-ordering manner, 

then after the sample is etched the second step is applied in order to get self-ordered 

porous structures on previously anodized alumina [18]. Their method is based on the 

idea that ordered pore domains can only be obtained at the bottom of the oxide 
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layers. Therefore the pores produced in the first anodization step are not parallel to 

one another. So, to fabricate an ordered nanopore arrays in which the pores are 

straight and regularly arranged throughout the film, two step anodization process has 

to be used, since after etching the first  film, there is only a self assembled template 

remained for second anodization [4]. (see Figure 2.10) 

Figure 2.10 : Idealization of self assemble porous pattern production  

method (Masuda,1995) 

This methodology is widely used for the production of highly arrayed nanostructures, 

but it requires high purity aluminum so its surface has to be highly polished (electro 

or chemical) [90]. 

To sum up, the main controlling mechanisms of regular porous film structure are 

stated below [48, 51]: 

a. Pore initiation: depression at o/e interface, field enhanced dissolution, thermally 

assisted dissolution, electric field concentration on some defects. 

b. Pore uniformity: Elastic stress caused by the volume expansion associated with 

the oxidation reaction at the m/o interface. 

Also, it is important to note that the self-ordered porous alumina structure can only 

be obtained under specific conditions and in long process time [17]. For example, 

structures with pore spacing of 50, 65, 100, 420, and 500 nm are fabricated at 19 V 

and 25V in sulfuric acid, at 40 V in oxalic acid, and at 160 V and 195 V in 

phosphoric acid, respectively, with a substrate of high surface properties 

(pretreatment is very crucial) which shows that it requires a certain reaction rate [26, 

91].  
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2.3.2. Electropolishing 

For years many research groups have been working to produce alumina template via 

several different procedures.  

In 1953, Welsh [49] has been the first to get nanopatterning in anodic oxide film by 

electropolishing. This pattern is formed at Electrical Double Layer (EDL) scale is 

different from the porous type pattern. He has relied their presence on the existence 

of the incoherence in bulk grain boundary. The privilege of his article comes from its 

content where the author delineates deeply how the EDL forms when an electrode is 

immersed into an electrolyte and how this layer affects the pattern formation 

mechanism. The importance of the voltage is clearly seen through its explication 

since it determines whether the process is activation or diffusion controlled 

depending on the capacitance of EDL. 

Then at 1997 Yuzhakov et al [32] have asserted a successive way to get nonporous 

pattern in anodic oxide film by electropolishing. In their study, they have shown the 

importance of voltage for pattern formation as well as adsorption mechanism as 

Welsh have said [49]. They have demonstrated that as the voltage gets higher than 

10V, EDL will be fully charged and the system will become diffusion controlled 

[32]. 

Moreover, the effect of field enhanced dissolution process on the pattern formation 

mechanism is explained in this article [32]. It is said that different from the 

electropolishing mechanism where there is a smoothening on the surface by 

dissolving asperities of the surface, this process does not flatten the surface entirely. 

Because asperities smaller than 100 nm regions which are already present prior to the 

electropolishing are not affected by the process. They have called this small 

roughness at EDL scale as „self-assembly‟. (See Figure 2.11) 
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Figure 2.11 : Self-assembly pattern forms on EDL scale  

(Yuzhakov, 1998) 

Bocchetta et al. [91] have proposed that electropolishing is an important pretreatment 

changing the surface morphology of the substrate by dissolving high surface 

roughness (outside the EDL) with a diffusion controlled process.  

In 1998, Yuzhakov et al have published another article on a „new process‟ to get 

pattern in anodic oxide film by electropolishing [31]. Contrary to what Welsh [49] 

have claimed in 1953, they have shown that the patterns have no relationship with 

grain boundaries but they are totally affected by the presence of the roughness where 

the polarizable molecules are adsorbed to shield the dissolution reaction. They have 

also highlighted the importance of electric field near the metal surface which plays a 

crucial role during dissolution reaction of the pattern forming process. Moreover they 

have added an additional parameter into their theory: ohmic resistance of electrolyte.   

Finally, Guo and Johnson in 2003 have explained the pattern formation [93]. They 

have made a contribution to Yuzhakov [31, 33]‟s theory by pointing the importance 

of „Interfacial Energy‟ of dissolution reaction. Guo and Johnson have also depicted 

that „electropolishing is more rapid process and initial defects in the patterns can 

quickly evolve into more ordered patterns [93]. In 2004, they have published another 

article [12] on getting pattern at EDL where they have shown experimentally that 

different patterns arise when various crystal orientations are imposed on the substrate 

material.  
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In brief, taking all these investigations into consideration it is seen that there are 

mainly three mechanisms responsible to get pattern on electropolished surface [12, 

31, 32, 49, 93]: 

1. Adsorption of Surfactant:  

The surfactant-electrode interaction has a role in the surface reconstruction process. 

The interaction of adsorbate-metal surface is very crucial since the adsorption rate of 

adsorbed molecules depends on the electric field and their induced dipole moments. 

The adsorbed molecules shield the anode surface physically and chemically which 

results in reduction of ions‟ transport rate involved in the dissolution reaction.  

These shielding molecules adsorb preferentially onto the hills due to the larger 

electric field presents on the surface curvature where there is a higher double-layer 

potential drop. Thus this small anodic over potential suggests that this new pattern 

formation method is in fact a common electropolishing process where there are some 

uncommon adsorbate molecules which will be adsorbed on the surface‟s high electric 

field region. Hence, with the adsorption of polarized/polarizable molecules on the 

anode surface, the destabilizing effect of EDL appears by making the tops higher and 

the valleys deeper; so an unbalanced pattern formation occurs on the substrate [31-

33].  

Consistent with this fact, if the polar molecule concentration is increased in the 

electrolyte the distance between the pattern will decrease because of the increase in 

the amount of polar molecules [84]. (Figure 2.12) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.12 : Surfactant adsorption mechanism 
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2. Field enhanced dissolution 

The formation of various patterns during electropolishing could be explained by 

field-assisted (enhanced) dissolution process which results in constant surface 

symmetry of the substrate under normal condition [12, 92, 93]. 

The electric field which has an important effect on the structure of both barrier and 

pore type film affect the dissolution mechanism of the metal: „Both start from a 

smooth surface that will develop into pits because of electropolishing or lattice 

imperfections [31, 93]. 

When the dissolution starts for both, Al
+3

 ions are released from the metal/oxide 

interface and migrate through the oxide layer. This non uniform interface causes 

dissolution reactions on the surface. At the „hills‟ where the electric field is higher 

the dissolution rate is increased contrary to the „valleys‟.  

In fact even the net effect of the mechanism is to flatten the surface, this electric field 

is also effective on the adsorbance of the polarized ions (surfactant) which result in 

the destabilizing effect of the surface energy distribution over the anode surface [31, 

32]. 

The roughness becomes important while it affects the EDL instability. Any variation 

of the anode from the planar geometry must be amplified by the EDL. These 

variations can distort the electric field within the diffusive layer and produce non 

uniform surface coverage of adsorbed species as explained previously (see Figure 

2.13). 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 2.13 : Field Enhanced Dissolution Mechanism 
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3. Interfacial Energy:  

The interfacial energy depends on the isotropy of the material, adds additional 

stability to their interface by restraining areas of high surface curvature which leads 

to stabilize the short wavelength disturbance and finally modifies the parameter 

region where stable patterns exist [93]. 

However, it is worth to note that the interfacial energy can not affect the structure 

when there is adsorption of large amount of surfactant or strong interaction energy 

between metal (particularly when the metal is MeOH and/or MeO form) and the 

acidic electrolyte which reduces the interfacial energy (see Figure 2.14). 

 

Figure 2.14 : Interfacial Energy Mechanism 

2.4. Experimental Parameters and Their Effect on the Pattern Formation 

Process During Anodic Polarization  

The main inputs of the anodic oxide film formation process are electrolyte, anode 

and cathode materials, process duration and applied voltage. The effective 

parameters were given in a fishbone diagram (see Figure 2.15). 

In this study, among all  parameters affecting the anodic oxide film structure, the 

cathode material, the shape of the anode material and the power supply are kept 

constant. 

So far, the effect of the electrolyte properties (composition [15, 26, 44, 46, 52, 53, 71 

92, 94, 101], temperature [3, 17, 21, 38, 44, 48, 52, 53, 55, 91], pH [15, 17, 21, 25, 

38, 53, 72], agitation [17, 21, 26, 36, 72, 97], aluminum content in electrolyte [15, 

37, 38, 53, 58, 72], additives [44, 74, 96]), anode material properties (chemical 

composition of the anode material[72, 98, 99], pretreatment[3, 6, 9, 16, 17, 21, 72, 

91, 97, 99], thickness[47]), applied voltage (current density [3, 6, 17, 21, 52, 53, 55, 

102] ,electric field [6, 7, 15, 22, 25, 38, 52] and processing time [15, 48, 52, 53, 

94])have been investigated by many different research groups. 
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2.4.1. Composition of the electrolyte 

The composition of the electrolyte has a decisive role on pattern formation. It refers 

the content of the electrolyte whose composition affects viscosity, pH and ion 

concentration during the polarization process. Depending on the electrolyte 

composition the viscosity of the solution can increase. This causes a localization of 

electrical field resulting in variations in dissolution mechanism at some areas in the 

oxide film [26, 92]. The pH value is also important since if the solution acidity 

increases the number of small mobile ions will increase, resulting in more ordered 

pattern in the oxide film [15].  

Among all of the related parameters, the electrolyte composition is one of the most 

important parameter for pattern formation because the ions/molecules radius in the 

electrolyte, including the water molecules [94, 48, 101] can change EDL thickness 

since it forms depending on their adsorptions on the anode surfaces [46]. The over-

adsorption of these molecules results in the formation of abnormalities in the pattern 

ordering on the anodic oxide film [15, 53, 95, 26]. Especially, in the case of aged 

solution where aluminum ions are present, the conductivity of the electrolyte is 

increased due to an increase in the amount of moving ions. Hence with these excess 

ions, it is possible to get thicker oxide film in a short time [37, 15]. 

A mixture of phosphoric acid with sulfuric acid can be used for electropolishing as 

well as for anodization of aluminum. Depending on the role of the components in the 

electrolyte  it can be possible to get a pattern  on the anodic oxide film.  

Sulfuric acid is chosen because it is a very strong acid and when it gets contact with 

aluminum substrate, the dissolution of aluminum/aluminum oxide film occurs, which 

is called „pickling effect‟ [34]. For etching process, generally, a solution of 10 -75% 

sulfuric acid is preferred, however the best results are gathered in a composition of 6 

to 30% since the maximum solution conductivity is obtained in a solution of 30% 

sulfuric acid. Besides, in a high acid concentration, it is difficult to control 

composition since there is always a possibility of water adsorption from the 

atmosphere causing a dilution in the electrolyte [33,34].  

 The second component of the electrolyte, phosphoric acid (98%), is chosen as a part 

of the electrolyte because of its high dipole moment. Their adsorption causes 

destabilizing effect of the surface which leads to get any pattern formation on anodic 
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oxide film [32]. Moreover, this acid is important because it has a polishing effect on 

aluminum. Even the forming film composition is composed of Al-P-O species, the 

film properties change depending on the charge of the phosphorous ions: 

phosphorous is tertiary (insoluble) or primary (soluble) form [34]. (See Figure 2.16)  

Figure 2.15 : Polishing effect of phosphoric acid electrolyte  

(Brace, 1968)  
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Figure 2.16 : Fishbone Diagram for anodic oxide film formation process    
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The possible reactions on the phosphate based viscous film formation are given below [34]: 

Al2O3 + 6 H3PO4  2 Al(H2PO4)3 + 3 H2O                                    (2.11) 

Al(H2PO4)3  Al(PO4) (precipitate) + 2 H3PO4                          (2.12) 

Al(H2PO4)3 + 3 H2O  3 H3PO4 + Al(OH)3                             (2.13) 

Al + H2SO4  Al2(SO4)3 (soluble)                          (2.14) 

Al + SO4
-2

 + PO4
-3

  Al(PO4)x(SO4)y 
–(3x+2y-3)

(soluble)            (2.15) 

As a matter of fact that all the reactions above 2.11-2.15 are interdependent, a small change in 

the equilibrium of the reactions permits them to occur at the same time [32, 33].  

As seen in the reactions above, it is clear that the phosphate layer has not only a leveling 

effect but also has a protection capability (2.12) against over etching of sulfuric acid (2.14). 

Therefore, in the determination of electrolyte composition the ratio of phosphoric to sulfuric 

acid is vital.  

As far as the water molecules effect in EDL and the film formation mechanism, their 

concentration has to be under control. In the case of anodic polarization process in acidic 

electrolyte, in order to see the electrolyte effect on the film structure, no additional water will 

be added in the electrolyte. Anyhow, the water molecules are already present in the electrolyte 

as complexes of solvated ions. Such symmetric water polar molecules have a fewer degree of 

freedom than phosphoric /sulfuric acid so that they can reach the anode more rapidly, and 

prevent the adsorption of polar phosphate species [32]. Moreover, as indicated by Vidal et al 

[35] and Vrublevsky et al [71] the water molecules affect the adsorption mechanism because 

they are the bulk acceptor molecules providing the ions to react with aluminum ions released 

by the aluminum anode. Thus, if water content is increased in the electrolyte then the 

electrode surface will be covered by aluminum oxide film instead of precipitated compounds 

of aluminum phosphate. 

Since sulfuric and phosphoric acid are well known for anodic dissolution of aluminum, an 

anhydrous mixture of these solutions could be convenient for patterning aluminum due to its 

polar effect explained above. 

2.4.2. Electrolyte Temperature 

As electrolyte temperature increases, the domain size where nanostructures are regularly 

ordered increases [21]. Moreover, high temperature has a positive effect on ionic transport 
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across the barrier layer [55], field enhanced dissolution of the anode material [38, 92] and 

oxide/pattern nucleation mechanism [44, 92]. On the other hand, the mechanical strength of 

film [53] and the roughness of the surface are decreased in high temperature electrolyte [3] . 

Also, it affects the anode surface tensions and the adsorption mechanism which result in the 

modification of EDL thickness as well as the surface morphology [48, 91]. 

Besides, the temperature has an effect on  the electrolyte and film composition as well as the 

anodic oxide film structure, because once the temperature increases, the corresponding current 

density increases because of the increased number of ions at equilibrium state in the 

electrolyte [17]. However, this does not mean that a higher current density increases the film 

thickness since the rate of complex dissolution reactions at the electrolyte/oxide interface 

increases at the same time. In conclusion, if the temperature is high so that the rate of 

dissolution is faster than that of the oxide formation resulting in electropolishing of aluminum 

[17].  

Knowing that temperature is important for each electrolyte the optimum temperatures for 

anodization in sulfuric and phosphoric acid are found to be 10°C and 30°C respectively [60, 

67-69]. Thus, in case of a mixture of phosphoric  and sulfuric acid, any noticeable increase in 

the temperature can result in burning on the anode surface or local increase in heat on the 

electrode surface; and also excess dissolution of the material due to field enhanced dissolution 

mechanism occurs in this aggressive condition [17]. 

2.4.3. pH of the electrolyte 

If the pH of the solution is lower than that of neutral solution, the self propagating pore 

formation occurs in the system [21, 38]. Moreover, the conductivity increases depending on 

the low pH value leading to get maximum current density at minimum acidity regions [15] 

contrary to the mechanical strength of the film decreasing in the same condition [53]. 

Furthermore, the pH of the electrolyte has a role on the pattern formation because the lower 

the pH, the lower the potential threshold for field enhanced dissolution at the pore-tip [51].  

However, it is worth to say that even if the  electrolyte is acidic, during the process it is 

possible to get an increase in pH  locally when there is a depletion of hydrogen ions due to 

hydrogen gas evolution on the cathode surface (2.2b) [72, 21]. In this case, the compact oxide 

film reforms on the substrate material.  
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As Kumar [25] has stated in his article in 2002, when the experimentalists work on the 

production of ordered structures with an electrolyte containing phosphoric and sulfuric acid, 

they try to keep the pH of the solution between 0-1, and the voltage 20-100V. 

Brief, pH effect on electrode potential is shown mathematically by Nernst Equation (2.16 

a,b): 

In case where there are no complex anions in the electrolyte,  

                                   (2.16a) 

The electrode potential related to the pH of the solution: 

              (2.16b) 

This formula explains that the reaction at the anode electrode (Al) thermodynamically 

depends on the electrolyte‟s pH , which is determined by electrolyte composition and 

temperature [17]. 

2.4.4. Agitation of the electrolyte 

Stirring of electrolyte is very important for an electrochemical process since it affects  

diffusion layer  and limiting current thickness whose existence are essential for 

electropolishing. Moreover it affects the distribution of the ions in the electrolyte and the pH 

of the solution as well as local heating and electric field effect on an anode surface [9, 17, 21, 

36, 52, 72, 81].  

In order to get constant temperature in the electrolyte and to remove H2 bubbles as well as 

local heat from the surface [17, 21, 36, 52, 72, 98], it is inevitable to agitate the electrolyte. 

Besides, as the etching effect of the sulfuric acid is based on the electric field distribution on 

the anode surface, it is affected by agitation [2, 48].  

Moreover, the agitation of electrolyte affects the ion concentration in the solution and the 

hydrodynamic position of the anode material. In the absence of the agitation, electrolyte 

cannot regenerate on  the pattern (like pore bottom) so there won‟t be any homogenous 

diffusion of anions onto the electrode surface [97] which results in destabilization of the 

anode surface. 
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Lastly, when the electrolyte is agitated by a diffuser or a magnetic stirrer faster or slower the 

precipitation of the aluminum phosphate film forming  is prevented. The latter has a direct 

relation with anodic oxide film formation mechanism.  

2.4.5. Aluminum content in the electrolyte 

When the aluminum ion concentration in the solution increases, the electrolyte becomes 

„aged‟. In an aged solution, the conductivity is very high enabling to make anodization at 

higher potential value where the ordering will be better without burning effect [15, 38, 58, 

72]. Moreover, this increase affects the diffusion layer thickness which is important for 

pattern formation mechanism.  

For anodization, even if the normalized concentration of aluminum ions in electrolyte is 4-

15g/l (where the best solution is reached at 7g/l [37]) in industrial applications, the 

concentration of aluminum is increased to have thick oxide film on aluminum surface [37].  

2.4.6. Additives in the electrolyte 

Electrolyte may contain active ions resulting in a continuous growth of oxide film, or passive 

ions for limited growth of oxide layer or inert ions which wouldn‟t participate into 

anodization process. These ions may affect the oxide film properties as well as the pattern 

formation in anodic oxide film [44]. Besides, some additives have also an influence on the 

mechanical strength of the film or the stability of the pattern in the anodic oxide film [74, 96] 

2.4.7. Chemical composition of the anode material  

The chemical composition of the substrate material affects the composition and the structure 

of the oxide film forming on the substrate material [17]. If there are some impurities in the 

substrate material, aluminum, they affect drastically the thermodynamic of the surface so does 

the forming film character [44]. Since they have different expansion coefficient then 

aluminum, during oxidation process their oxide compound will destroy the regularity of the 

nanostructures because of their interaction with alumina [17,98,99,72]. 

2.4.8. Thickness of the anode material 

The thickness of the anode material affects its resistance in the electrochemical cell [47]. 

Moreover as the oxide film formation is an exothermic reaction (2.9, 2.10) so the anode 

material gets hot during the anodic polarization process [17].  
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2.4.9. Pretreatment methods applied on anode material 

The formation, the regularity, the periodicity and the shape of the patterns in the anodic oxide 

film depend on cleanness, purity and flatness of the aluminum substrate material. If the 

surface is not smooth enough, the reaction kinetic will increase on the surface and the 

continuous patterning formation cannot be realized. Pretreatment methods such as annealing, 

mechanical polishing and electropolishing which have direct relation with surface properties 

of the substrate material affect the pattern forming on the oxide film [9, 17, 26,  91].  

Annealing: If annealing is applied before the process (pre-annealing), it yields a decrease in 

dislocation density and increase in grain growth. Annealing only affects the formation of 

recrystallized texture with more regular atomic arrangement without affecting the pattern 

formation mechanism since it has no relation with grain size of the substrate material [72, 99].  

Electropolishing: It is very important to get self ordering domain because it decreases the 

surface roughness at large scale [103]. Besides, as can be seen from AFM pictures; the 

nucleation of anodic film has already started during electropolishing, so this parameter has to 

be kept under control [93].  

Chemical polishing: It is important to get smooth surface. It is practical and generally cheap 

since it doesn‟t require any additional power for the process [33]. 

Alkaline cleaning (dipping into the 5% NaOH, 60°C, 20seconds solution): It is necessary 

industrially since the piece get dirty in the operation condition, so this process cleans the 

anode material and improves the current density [85]. 

Ultrasonic cleaning also is very critical since it releases bubbles on the surface which helps to 

improve the substrate surface properties. It also increases the pattern nucleation sites by 

releasing stress from the substrate material [16]. As a result of many different combination 

among annealing, alkaline cleaning and electropolishing, it is found that the best flat surface 

is achieved when electropolishing is applied following by alkaline treatment [26]. 

2.4.10. Applied Voltage:  

Voltage becomes one of the most important parameters of the patterning process because it 

has an exponential relation with the current density of the solution [15, 21, 26, 38, 26]. An 

increase in the applied voltage induces high current density in the system leading to create 

high electric field which causes the ions move faster in opposite polar sides depending on the 

ion migration principle so the compact oxide film so called „barrier layer‟ thickens [17, 48, 
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86]. In further process, because of high current density exothermic oxidation reaction (2.9, 

2.10) at oxide/electrolyte interface occurs, the porous structures are emerged from the barrier 

layer [6, 8, 15, 26]. Local increase in temperature and stresses are arisen from pore bottoms 

during this formation [21, 97]. Hence the film composition, microstructure and mechanical 

properties change with the applied voltage. 

Also, it is important to note that each electrolyte has its own characteristic voltage value 

where the ordering occurs on the anode surface; hence each electrolyte has its own 

electrochemical behavior in different anodic polarization conditions [97]. 

Applied voltage has an effect on pattern formation not to mention its stated properties, since 

the interaction between the applied voltage and the capacitance of the forming film‟s EDL 

determines the controlling mechanism of the oxide film formation [31, 32]. 

Finally, the required voltage has to give enough activation energy into the system in order to 

initiate the nucleation of pattern but also less than the potential where the burning starts. It 

appears on high current density regions accompanying an intense gas evolution. Burning is an 

undesired effect which results in no film growth on the substrate surface [3, 38, 72, 94].  

2.4.11. Current density 

The current densities affect the structure of the anodic oxide film [104]. 

As stated previously, the current density which depends exponentially on the applied voltage, 

is defined by the sum of ionic current density (anion and cation contributing current), 

electronic current density and dissolution current density [3, 102]. Electric field and the 

temperature of the electrolyte may change the current density as well.  

The electrochemical analysis is showed that in a neutral electrolyte, when the dissolution 

current is zero, a good insulator anodic oxide film (Al2O3) covers the surface so the current 

density becomes equal to the ionic current. In this condition, the rate-limiting step of the film 

formation is determined by the ionic transport either at the metal/oxide interfaces, within the 

bulk oxide or at the oxide/electrolyte interface [17].  

As explained earlier, current density affects not only the film morphology and its chemical 

composition but also mechanical properties of the film because when the current density is 

small, the oxide film will be under compressive stress [6, 21, 53]. 

Last, the possible current density distribution on anode surface depends on the anode material 

position in the cell [55]. 
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2.4.12. Electric Field  

Electric field has a decisive role on pattern formation mechanism. It affects the ordering of 

nanostructures on the anodic oxide film [7, 38, 6, 26]. 

In case of porous AAO formation, the electric field depends on the shape of the 

oxide/electrolyte and metal/oxide interfaces. Since these two interfaces are moving, the 

mechanism becomes more complex. In fact the interaction between these two interfaces 

causes destabilizing effect during pattern formation determining the perturbed interfaces of 

the oxide layer [25]. (See Figure 2.16) 

 

Figure 2.17 : Modeling of electric field distribution between two interface metal/oxide and 

electrolyte/oxide) a)This structure will grow into pores, b) This structure w 

ill form a flat oxide surface, c)This sharp change in the curvature will form 

„lateral drainage‟ of the field since there is difference in potential between 

both points. Hence, perturbations of high wave number would decay. 

Moreover under the high electric field, the grain size and grain arrangement don‟t have any 

importance in getting periodicity in the patterns on the anodic oxide film [6]. 

However, electric field distribution within electrochemical cell is also important to be able to 

control electric field on the anode surface and the pattern formation in anodic oxide film. The 

ratio of anode to cathode surface area, the distance between anode and cathode electrodes and 

the accessibility of the anode surface for pattern formation have to be investigated in detail. 

First of all, the ratio of anode to cathode surface is very important since the electric field is 

determined by this ratio. This ratio has to be optimized for electrolyte because the 

conductivity and the ohmic resistance change for one to another which directly influences the 

electric field and the current density present in the cell [37]. Thus the dimensional properties 

of the electrodes affect the oxide film composition, then the pattern forming on the anodic 

oxide film [81]. 
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Secondly, the distance between anode and cathode is very critical not only for the required 

power of the electrolyte on anode surface but also for the electric field on the anode surface 

[37].  

Finally, it is worth to remember the effect of the anode‟s surface accessibility on pattern 

formation. Accessible portion of the anode material oxide film thickness changes drastically 

depending on the variations in voltage and the bath temperature since at that part of the anode; 

the oxide film is more strongly influenced by surface process (oxide film resistance) than by 

the electric/ion migration within the electrolytes [55]. 

2.4.13. Process duration 

Duration raises the AAO tubular film thickness depending on the dynamic equilibrium 

between the oxide film formation (highly dependent on the acid concentration availability of 

the oxygen ions) and its dissolution mechanism (relatively constant due to its field-assisted 

nature) [15, 48].  

Moreover, as duration increases, the diffusion varies leading to any differentiation in the 

etched alumina which controls the film composition [94].  

However, this amelioration in duration is not endless since there is always a „maximum‟ to 

get the optimum pattern formation on anodic oxide film. Once this limit is exceeded, the 

electrolyte properties change (pH, temperature, concentration of ions) leading to deform the 

ordered structure on the anodic oxide film [75]. 

2.5. Electrochemical Investigation of Pattern Formation  

E-t,i-t curves are used to understand the changes in voltage and current by time. 

 

Figure 2.18 : Electrochemical analysis about pore formation mechanism (Parkhutik, 

1992). a)The dependence of kinetic voltage versus time. b)The 

dependence of the kinetic current versus time. 
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The brief explanation about the porous pattern formation on anodic oxide film during the 

anodic polarization process is given in forth steps (see Figures 2.17, 2.18.): [17, 22, 25, 29, 

76, 105]  

1. Region:  In the beginning of the polarization process, the oxidation takes place at the 

entire metal/oxide interface mainly by the adsorption of polar molecules (including water 

molecules) and the migration of oxygen containing ions (O
2−

 or OH
−
) from the electrolyte to 

the anode‟s active side. This leads to the formation of compact, non-conductive oxide layer 

which covers the entire surface of the positively polarized aluminum substrate. This formation 

is reflected on the E-t curves as a linear increase of potential versus time, which indicates that 

the physical and chemical properties of the forming film change within the processing time. 

While at the I-t curve, during the barrier layer formation, it decreases exponentially which 

shows that this compact film is mainly controlled by the ionic current of the system. The ionic 

current is important because it is settled by applied potential in terms of anodization ratio, 

thus when the thickness of the oxide layer increases there won‟t be enough electric to drive 

ions at the m/o interface. The characteristic thickness of this layer is limited above which 

dielectric breakdown occurs. 

2. Region: After barrier film formation, the potential continues to rise, but the slope is 

smaller. This step starts from the maximum ∆V/∆t value to its zero value (maximum voltage). 

At the beginning of the step 2, the initiation of nanopores called „pathways‟ are formed in the 

anodic oxide film because of the electric field concentration on some asperities of the barrier 

layer. This leads to settle different shaped nanostructures on barrier layer.  

Once the nanopores start to initiate the working current increases, because as time proceeds 

the number of nanopores increases even if the film forming current decreases due to the 

increasing resistance of the anodic oxide film. That‟s why the population and the size of the 

pores are both affected by the electrochemical parameters that are discussed in previous 

section.  

3. Region: The anodic potential reaches a maximum at the end of the second region, and 

then it decreases sharply because of the pore growth process. As the anodic dissolution 

process is an exothermic reactions (2.9, 2.10), this field-enhanced dissolution mechanism 

brings about temperature enhanced dissolution mechanism in the same time leading to enlarge 

pores from bottom (metal/oxide interface) to upper side of the oxide film (oxide/electrolyte 

interface). These both mechanisms decrease the voltage and entail the pore growth process. 
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Once these pores form in the oxide film and start to grow, their growing process will be 

inhibited by the interaction of the porous structures. Thus, some pores begin to stop growing 

due to competition among them resulting a decrease in the current again. Nevertheless it is 

worth to note that if the electrolyte does not stirred well the concentration at the pore bottom 

changes severely leading to inhibit pore growth since the valleys formed in this step are 

affected by the acid concentration, bath temperature, and current density as indicated in 

previous section. 

4. Region:  Finally, a steady-state pore structure is formed by closely packed cylindrical 

cells, each containing a pore at the centre and separated from the aluminum metal by a layer 

of scalloped hemispherical barrier oxide. Thus the pores grow in a stable manner. However, 

generally it is seen that during the stable pore growth step, the current density continues to 

decrease slightly versus time. This is due to diffusion limits existing in long pore channels 

since the porous structure forms as a result of the reaction of electrolyte with electrode 

surface.  

Meanwhile, the barrier layer is simultaneously restored by formation of alumina that proceeds 

with the same speed of its transformation into porous structures. In this way, the barrier layer 

keeps its thickness constant at almost constant voltage [98]. However contrary to the barrier 

layer limited thickness, porous film‟s thickness is time-dependent so much thicker film than 

those in barrier-type film can be achieved when process duration is increased.  

While the controlling parameters of these structures are observed, it seen that for barrier layer 

thickness, it depends on applied voltage and type of the substrate metal; where as porous layer 

thickness depends on anodization time, current density and electrolyte composition [17].  

 

Figure 2.19 : Modeling of pore formation in anodic oxide film
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3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

3.1. Material and Equipment 

The experiments were conducted in a glass container. The experimental setup is shown in 

Figure 3.1. Non regulated power supply (Ruhstrat 72/12) was used in all experiments. Pure 

(99.99%) cold rolled aluminum foil with 100x20x1 mm, was used. The cathode of 90 x 60 x 2 

mm was made of 316L. No masking was applied in order to get sufficient anode/cathode 

surface ratio for the pattern formation.  

The electrolyte was a mixture of concentrated sulfuric (67%) and phosphoric acid (98%). A 

magnetic agitator (Heidolph Mr Hei Standart) and a diffuser were only used to show the effect 

of agitation on pattern formation. 

 

The temperature of the solution was checked before each experiment by a thermometer 

(60°C).  

  

Figure 3.1 : A schematic of the glass container used in the study. 
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Figure 3.2 : Experimental setup used in the study 

While at the characterization methods, the morphology of the structure was observed via SEM 

and AFM analysis. 

The SEM is used for the examination and analysis of microstructural characteristics of solid 

objects. 107, 108]    

In this study, the morphology of the samples were investigated using JEOL JSM 7000F Field 

Emission Scanning Electron Microscope by applying 10-15kV, with EDS (OXFORD INCA) 

attachment. 

Atomic Force Microscopy, monitors the surface topography of materials by scanning surfaces 

using different shaped silicon or silicon nitride tips. Contact or non-contact analyses can be 

made in AFM [109].  

In the present study,  a Ntegra Prima AFM under Tapping Mode is used. Linear scans rates 

were typically 0.8-1.2 μm s
-1

. A digital instrument nanoprobe SPM standard silicon nitride tip 

B was used. All images were taken in height mode with 0° scan angle and with sample 

dependent Z ranges.   
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3.2. Sample Preparation 

Highly pure aluminum foils were first mechanically polished by using sand paper of 320, 600, 

800 and 1200. Then the samples were immersed in distilled water and ethanol and dried by 

blowing air.  

The dried sample is masked with lacquer which is resistant to acidic electrolyte, by leaving a 

surface area of 30 x 20 mm on both side of the foil.  

The anode material before and after the masking were shown in Figure 3.3.  

 

Figure 3.3 : The anode material before and after  masking 

3.3. Experimental Procedure 

This study is accomplished in three stages. First, materials are prepared then the samples are 

electropolished. And, last the samples are characterized. (Figure 3.4)  

3.4. Experimental Design 

Experiments were designed to obtain various patterns in anodic oxide film and to investigate  

the effect of parameters on the pattern structure as well as pattern formation mechanism.  

In the study, a group of experiments were made by using various compositions of phosphoric 

and sulfuric acid mixtures. Agitation, temperature, aluminum content, anode thickness, 

pretreatment methods, accessibility of the process to the anode backside, anode/cathode 

surface ratio, anode-cathode interdistance and process duration. 
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The experimental design was given in Table 3.2.  

Each experiment was replicated in order to prove the reproducibility of the process. 

3.4.1. Composition of the electrolyte 

A mixture of phosphoric acid and sulfuric acid was used as electrolyte (500ml). First an 

electrolyte containing full of sulfuric acid was used then the quantity of phosphoric acid was 

increased step by step, until it reached to full of phosphoric acid.  

3.4.2. Process duration 

In order to understand the kinetics of the pattern formation, the duration of the process has 

been  investigated by keeping all other parameters constant. 

3.4.3. Agitation of the electrolyte 

All the experiments were accomplished in the same solution. However, in order to address the 

effect of agitation on the pattern formation a series of experiments was conducted by agitating 

the solution. First, a diffuser was used then a magnetic stirring at different stirring rates were 

utilized.  

3.4.4. Temperature of the electrolyte 

Most of the experiments were conducted at 60 C. And some experiments were accomplished 

at 40 and 80 C in order to see the effect of the temperature.  

3.4.5. Thickness of the anode material 

Anode materials thicknesses were 0.5 and 1mm. 

3.4.6. Pretreatment of the anode material 

All these samples were mechanically polished before the pretreatment. For mechanical 

polishing the sand paper of 600, 1200 and 2400 were used consecutively. Then, an 

ultrasonically cleaned, an electropolished, and chemically polished anode materials were 

immersed into the electrolyte of      acid ratios.. 

For ultrasonic cleaning the sample was immersed into pure ethanol solution for 30 minutes. In 

the case of electropolishing process, an electrolyte which was composed of 40% phosphoric, 

40% sulfuric acid and 20%water was used (at 40 C). During the process the same anode and 

cathode material were used, the applied voltage was 10V. The inter distance was 15 mm, 
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duration was 14 minutes [70]. For chemical polishing a patented solution of „bright dip‟ was 

used (80% Phosphoric acid, 20% Sulfuric acid) the solution was used at 100 C. The process 

duration was 45 seconds [32].  

3.4.7. Roughness on the anode surface 

Three samples having different surface roughness were prepared. First, a very well polished 

aluminum anode surface with one sharp rim was prepared. Second, a very well polished 

aluminum anode surface with one broad hillock was prepared. Lastly a mechanically polished 

standard sample was prepared.  

Before the process, the profilometric analyses of the former two structures were done by using 

a Profilometer (WYKO NT 1100 Optical Profiling System.  
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Figure 3.4 : Flowchart of the present study
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Table 3.1 : Experimental Design of the Study 

ELECTROLY

TE  

Concentration 

(Phosphoric 

acid:sulfuric acid) 

0:500 150:350 200:300 250:250 300:200 350:150 400:100 500:0 

Water content 200ml phosphoric acid,200ml sulfuric acid,100ml water 

Agitation By diffuser By magnetic stirrer(100rpm) By magnetic stirrer(250rpm) 

Temperature 40°C 80°C 

Al content  0.5gr Al/lt 

ANODE 

MATERIAL 

Thickness 0.5mm 1mm 

Pretreatment ultrasonic electropolishing chemicalpolishing 

Roughness Mechanical polishing (0.5μm 

Al2O3 pasta)  

sharp rim  expand hillock 

Anodes‟s surface 

accessibility  

Backside of the anode material 

APPLIED 

VOLTAGE 

A/C ratio 0.167 0.148 0.129 0.056 

A-C distance(cm) 1 2 3 

PROCESS 

DURATION 

 6 8 10 12 16 20 30 
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3.4.8. Accessibility of the process to the anode backside surface 

A standard mechanically polished sample was prepared then the anodic polarization process 

in the working electrolyte at optimum conditions was applied.. SEM analysis was applied on 

both sides. 

3.4.9. Anode /cathode surface ratio 

In order to understand the effect of cathode/anode ratio, 4 samples were prepared by 

lacquering the anode surface. Forth different samples surface areas were given in detail (Table 

3.3). 

For the first two samples the aim was to understand if the process is line of sight. Sample 

number 3 and 4 was prepared to see the effect of total open surface area. The cathode surface 

area was the same for each side. (Front and back 90X60mm).  

Table 3.2 : Surface areas for the anode samples and total anode/cathode surface ratios. 

3.4.10. Anode cathode distance 

The anode cathode distances were 10, 20 and 30mm.. 

3.4.11. Aluminum ion content in the electrolyte 

In order to understand how the aging of the electrolyte affects the pattern formation 0.5g Al 

ions was dissolved in the solution of 350ml phosphoric 150ml sulfuric acid.  

3.5. Electrochemical Analysis of Pattern Formation 

In order to get E-t and i-t curves as well as E-I curve for the anodization process utilized a 

special experimental set up is built to measure the high potential and high current values 

passing from the cell during the pattern formation. 

The schematic of the  experimental setup  was shown in Figure 3.5  

 

Sample no Anode (front) 

mm 

Anode (back) 

mm 

  Total Surface 

ratio(A/C) 

1 50 x 20 40 x 20   0.17 

2 4cm x 2cm 4cm x 2cm   0.15 

3 3cm x 2cm 4cm x 2cm   0.13 

4 3cm x 2cm 3cm x 2cm   0.06 
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Figure 3.5 : Electrochemical analysis‟ experimental setup schematization 

 

Non Regulated Power Supply 
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Testing Cell 
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4. RESULTS 

In this chapter qualitative experimental results obtained by utilizing surface 

characterization techniques; AFM (Atomic Force Microscopy) and SEM (Scanning 

Electron Microscopy)(with EDS attachment) were given. 

Also, the results of electrochemical analyses were given to see the formation and 

growth mechanism of these patterns during the anodic oxide film formation process. 

4.1. Characterization 

In this work, a series of SEM studies were performed to examine     pattern formation 

on the anodic oxide film at different operation conditions of anodic polarization 

process. Then by using EDS attachment, the chemical composition of the patterns 

was investigated. Last, AFM analyses were made to measure the dimension of these 

patterns in 3D.. 

4.1.1. Scanning electron microscopy (with EDS attachment) 

4.1.1.1. Effect of electrolyte composition on pattern formation 

The results of varying electrolyte composition was given in Figure 4.1 

A series of SEM pictures are presented in Figure 4.1. to show the effect of the 

electrolyte concentration on pattern formation mechanism.  

Figs 4.1a and 4.1b present a sample which was prepared through an electrolyte 

containing only 500ml sulfuric acid (without the addition of any phosphoric acid).  

The surface was partially etched as a result of the reaction of aluminum with sulfuric 

acid which leads to form a soluble compound. The EDS analysis showed low oxygen 

concentration.  
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Figure 4.1 : Representative SEM micrographs of concentration effect : Phoshoric  

acid(ml) Sulfuric acid (ml)/magnification : a) 0-500/x2000 b) 0-

500/x1000, c)150-350/x2500 d) 150-350/x15000 e) 200-300/x1000 f) 

200-300/x5000 g) 250-250/x3000 h) 250-250/x5000 i) 300-200/x2000 

j) 300-200/x2000 

  

  

  

  

  

 a b 

c d 

e f 

g h 

i j

 1.a  

 b 
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 e  f 

 g  h 

 i  j 
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Figure 4.2 : Representative SEM micrographs of concentration effect :Phoshoric 

acid(ml)-Sulfuric acid (ml)/magnification :  k) 350-150/x1500 l) 350-

150/x6000 m) 400-100/x2000 n) 400-100/x2500 o) 500-0/x1000 p) 

500-0/x2500 (continued) 

 

Figure 4.3 : EDS analyses of specimen (4.1b 
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Figures 4.1c and 4.1d present the sample prepared using an electrolyte containing 

350 ml sulfuric and 150 ml phosphoric acid. The etching effect still exists on the 

back side of the sample (at the back side (See Figure 4.1d) grain boundaries of the 

substrate metal become visible as in the case of metallographic applications). The 

additional amount of phosphoric acid changes the oxide film structure at some point 

of the substrate metal. In EDS analysis, the presence of the adsorbed phosphate ions 

on the etched aluminum surface were clearly noticed.(see Figure 4.3.).  

 

Figure 4.4 : The adsorbed phosphate ions appeared on the aluminum surface 

Figs 4.1e and 4.1f show the surface morphology of the sample prepared by using 200 

ml phosphoric and 300 ml sulfuric acid. As the phosphoric acid quantity was 

increased, the effect of sulfuric acid on oxide film formation mechanism was 

decreased. The EDS analysis the sample showed a film containing Al, P, O and S 

ions with local imperfections on the oxide film (see Figure 4.4)   
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Figure 4.5 : EDS analysis of the sample 4.1e 

Once, some imperfections were seen on the oxide film the electrolyte concentration 

was started to be changed in short span. Figures 4.1g and 4.1h present a sample 

which was prepared through an electrolyte containing 250 ml sulfuric and 250 ml 

phosphoric acid. These both pictures depict obviously the presence of some 

imperfections on the oxide film. We have called these structures as „barnacles‟. 

These structures are completely new and have not seen before in literature. EDS 

analysis of this structure, showed that these imperfections were composed of Al, P, 

O. (Fig 4.5.) 

 

Figure 4.6 : The EDS analysis of „barnacle‟ structure 

In order to determine an electrolyte composition‟s range where these „barnacle‟ 

formed and to see if there was any interaction between the barnacle formation 
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mechanism and electrolyte composition, another electrolyte containing 200 ml 

sulfuric acid and 300 ml phosphoric acid was prepared. 4.1i and 4.1j were the 

pictures of these samples. The „barnacle‟ became more noticeable in this electrolyte. 

Fig 4.1k and 4.1l presented a sample which was prepared through an electrolyte 

containing only 150 ml sulfuric acid, 350 ml phosphoric acid. It was seen that even 

there were some little changes in the structure, the barnacle structures still presented 

on the oxide film. And their number increased on all over the anode surface area as 

much as the phosphoric acid quantity was increased in the electrolyte. Fig 4.1m and 

4.1n presented a sample which was prepared through an electrolyte containing only 

100 ml sulfuric acid and 400 ml phosphoric acid. The „barnacles‟ were completely 

disappeared however some blemish structure still presented on the oxide film. The 

resemblance of size and shape of these structures with „barnacle‟ was quite 

remarkable. When the EDS analysis was observed it wais seen that a thin phosphate 

layer covered the entire surface. (See Figure 4.6) 

Figure 4.7 : EDS analysis of the sample 4.1n 

Finally, an electrolyte containing full of phosphoric acid was prepared. Figures 4.1o 

and 4.1p presented a sample which was prepared through the phosphoric acid 

solution. No pattern appeared on the anodic oxide film. Some degree amelioration on 

the surface roughness of the substrate is seen. When the EDS analysis was applied, it 

was seen that the entire surface was covered by a phosphate film layer (Figure 4.7)   
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Figure 4.8 : All the surface of the sample 4.1o is covered by phosphate film 

In order to be sure of the effect of phosphoric acid on pattern formation, water was 

added in to the electrolyte. The solution containing 200 ml phosphoric acid, 200 ml 

sulfuric acid and 100 ml water was prepared. This composition of electrolyte was 

also used for electrolpolishing process [19e] however its process parameters were 

different than what was used in this study. 

 

Figure 4.9 : Representative SEM micrographs of water effect (Electrolyte 

composition: 200ml phosphoric acid, 200ml sulfuric acid and 100 

ml water): a) x1000 b) x5000 

It is seen in Figure 4.8, barnacle shaped nanostructures were not observed in case of 

water containing electrolyte 
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4.1.1.2. Effect of duration on pattern formation 

 

Figure 4.10 : Representative SEM micrographs of process duration effect 

(time/magnification): a) 6seconds/x100 b) 6seconds/x750 c) 

8seconds/x1000 d) 8seconds/x5000 e)10seconds/x1000 

f)10seconds/x12000 g) 12seconds/x500 h) 12seconds/x6000 
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Figure 4.11 : Representative SEM micrographs of process duration effect 

(time/magnification): i) 16seconds/x250 j) 16seconds/x1500 k) 

20seconds/x2000 l) 20seconds/x10000  m) 30seconds/x2500 n) 

30seconds/x20000 (continued) 

 

Seven ex-situ analysis via SEM, are shown in Figure 4.10  

Figures 4.10a and 4.10b presented a sample which was anodically polarized at 

6seconds. As it was seen at 4.10a, there was no formation of barnacle structure; 

however the adsorption of phosphate layer was obviously remarkable at 4.10b. 

Figures 4.10c and 4.10d presented a sample which was anodically polarized at 8 

seconds. Very small imperfections were seen at 4.10c. When these were observed, it 

was seen that very small barnacle structure were formed on the oxide film (4.10d) 
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Figures 4.10e and 4.10f presented a sample which was anodically polarized at 10 

seconds. The barnacle structures were clearly seen. Some part of the anode surface 

was completely covered by them. A „foothill‟ appearance presented around these 

barnacles (Figures 4.10f). Figures 4.10g and 4.10h presented a sample which was 

anodically polarized at 12 seconds. The barnacle structure still presented in the 

system, however their structure was very little changed: no foothill appearance 

presented around the barnacles. Figures 4.11i and 4.11j presented a sample which 

was anodically polarized at 16 seconds. The surface was covered with a thick film. 

The barnacle structures changed their morphology. Some explosions occurred on the 

thick oxide film covering the barnacle structure. Figures 4.11k and 4.11l presented a 

sample which is anodically polarized at 20 seconds. The barnacle structures gathered 

together to cover big part of the anode surface. Fig 4.11 l showed that „foothill‟ of 

the barnacles keep their selves when they got together. Figures 4.9m and 4.9n 

presented a sample which was anodically polarized at 30 seconds. No barnacle 

structure appeared on the surface.  

4.1.1.3. Effect of agitation of the electrolyte on pattern formation 

Several SEM pictures were shown in Figure 4.10 to explain the agitation effect on 

pattern formation mechanism. Figures 4.12a and 4.12b monitored the sample which 

was prepared in an electrolyte agitated by a magnetic stirrer at 100 rpm. The forming 

oxide film was not homogenous. The etching effect of the electrolyte became more 

prevalent. Figures 4.12c and 4.12d monitored the sample which was prepared in an 

electrolyte agitated by a magnetic stirrer at 250 rpm. The agitation rate was quite fast 

than the previous. The surface became more homogenous than the previous one. The 

etching effect of the electrolyte was still dominant during oxide film formation. 

Figures 4.12e and 4.12f monitored the sample which was prepared in an electrolyte 

agitated by a diffuser. As diffuser agitated the electrolyte completely in all direction 

the surface is completely etched during the process. 
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Figure 4.12 : Representative SEM micrograph of the samples prepared in 

different electrolyte which have different agitation speed a) 

Magnetic stirrer,100rpm/x2500 b) Magnetic 

stirrer,100rpm/x5000 c) Magnetic stirrer,250rpm/x2500 

d)Magnetic stirrer, 250rpm/x5000 e)Diffuser/ x2500  

f)Diffuser/x10000 

4.1.1.4. Effect of temperature on pattern formation 

In Figures 4.13 a and b are the results of SEM investigation for the sample which is 

anodically polarized at lower temperature (40°C). No barnacle structure appears on 
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the film; instead, the surface is seemed to be anodized by the electrolyte. In Figures 

4.13c and d were the results of SEM investigation for the sample which was 

anodically polarized at higher temperature (80°C). A very thick oxide film covered 

the surface. The barnacle structure presented in the oxide film but their morphology 

was different than what was expected. Some explosion occurred on thick oxide film. 

 

Figure 4.13 : Representative SEM micrographs of temperature effect 

(temperature°C/magnification) a) 40°C/x1000 b) 40°C/x5000 c) 

80°C/x500 d) 80°C/x2500 

4.1.1.5. Effect of anode thickness on pattern formation  

In order to control if the anode thickness has an effect on pattern formation, pure Al 

electrode of 5 mm thickness is anodically polarized. This result has to be compared 

with Figures 4.1k and Fig 4.1l.  

In this case, there was no barnacle formation on oxide film, instead, chain of 

adsorbed phosphate ions presented on the anode surface (Fig. 4.12) 
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Figure 4.14 : Representative SEM micrograph of the anode which has 0.5mm 

thickness (magnitude) a) x1000 b) x5000 

4.1.1.6. Effect of Pretreatment of anode material on pattern formation 

Several SEM pictures are shown in Figure 4.15 which revealed the relation of the 

applied pretreatment method with anode surface properties. 

Figures 4.13a and b showed the anodized sample‟s surface. After grinding, before the 

polarization process, this sample was ultrasonically cleaned in a pure ethanol 

solution. The resultant oxide film has many barnacle structures on its surface. The 

barnacles intend to expand on all over the oxide film. Figures 4.15c and d showed the 

anodized sample‟s surface. After grinding, before the polarization process, this 

sample was electropolished in a mixture of phopshoric acid-sulfuric acid T:40°C,t: 

14min [9, 72, 75]. No noticeable barnacle formation appeared on oxide film. Figures 

4.15e and f show the anodized sample‟s surface. After grinding, before the 

polarization process, this sample is chemically polished by a „bright dip‟ process for 

45 seconds [85].The forming oxide film has not smooth, homogenous surface 

characteristic, contrary to that, the forming film is very unstable which prevents to 

have any pattern formation on it. 

In order to understand if the pre annealing has any effect on pattern formation, it was 

important to show if the barnacle structures form at grain boundaries or not. The 

grain boundaries of the substrate metal were depicted in Figure 4.16. As the barnacle 

formation did not have any relation with these boundaries pre annealing could not 

affect „barnacle‟ formation mechanism. 
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Figure 4.15 : Representative SEM micrograph of the pretreatment effect on pattern 

formation mechanism. Ultrasonically cleaned substrate surface: a) 

x1000 b) x1500; Electropolished substrate surface: c) x1000 d) 

x5000; Chemicalpolished  substrate surface: e) x1000, f) x5000. 

 

Figure 4.16 : Representative SEM micrograph of the grain size of substrate material 

(magnitude): a) x15000 b) The barnacle nanostructure formed on the 

same substrate surface 

4.1.1.7. Effect of anode surface roughness on pattern formation: 

Three different samples were prepared to determine if the roughness of the anode 

material effect on pattern formation mechanism.  
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First, a standart sample was prepared via grinding process. Its 3D picture is taken 

from profilometer was shown in Figure 4.17 

 

Figure 4.17 : 3D picture of the mechanically polished  substrate surface 

Second, a sample which has an expand hillock on its surface is prepared. Its 3D 

picture is taken from profilometer was shown in Figure 4.18 

 

Figure 4.18 : 3D picture of the substrate surface which has an expand  

hillocks on its surface 

Last, the sample which has a very sharp rim on its surface is prepared. 
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Figure 4.19 : Representative SEM micrograph of different anodes which has 

different type of roughness on their surface. Mechanically polished 

sample surface a) Middle of the surface/x6500 b) Contour of the 

surface/12000 c) The hillocks of the sample/x5000 d) Countour of 

the surface/x5000 e) Sharp rim of the surface/x1000 f) Contour of 

the surface/x2500 

Figures 4.19a and b justified that barnacle structure forms on the anode surface after 

standard grinding process. Figures 4.19c and d showed that there was no barnacle 

structure on the hillocks (see Figure 4.19c) nor on the rest of the sample (see Figure 
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4.19d). The piece was rather electropolished after the anodic polarization process 

since there was no hillock on the anode surface at the end of 12 seconds of 

polarization. Figures 4.19e and f showed that the barnacle structure localized 

especially on these micro rough region.  

4.1.1.8. Effect of accessibility of  the process to the anode  backside surface 

As it is stated previously, in order to have maximum efficiency of current density 

both sides of the anode are left free open so, both sides were in contact with 

electrolyte. To control the barnacles‟ formation on the both sides, a standard sample 

was prepared. After the pattern formation process, the back side of the anode 

material was investigated via SEM. (Figure 20) Barnacles formation appeared at the 

back side of the anode material. 

 

Figure 4.20 : The back side of the anode material. 

4.1.1.9. Effect of anode-cathode surface ratio on pattern formation 

Figure 4.21 shows SEM analysis of forth different anode samples whose total open 

surface areas were changed via masking by a resistant lacquer. These experiments 

aimed to determine if the importance of the surface ratio was based on the anode‟s 

total open surface area or only the anode‟s open surface area in front of the cathode.  
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Figure 4.21 : Representative SEM micrograph of different anodes whose open 

surface area are different for each one(infront-back): a) 5cm2cm-

4cmx2cm/x1000 b) 5cm2cm-4cmx2cm/x1500 c) 4cm2cm-

4cmx2cm/x1500 d) 4cm2cm-4cmx2cm/x3500 e) 3cm2cm-

4cmx2cm/x500 f) 3cm2cm-4cmx2cm/x3000 g) 3cm2cm-

3cmx2cm/x3000 h) 3cm2cm-3cmx2cm/x10000 
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Table 4.1: The open surface area of forth different sample is indicated 

4.1.1.10. Effect of anode-cathode distance on pattern formation 

Figure 4.22 showed SEM pictures of forth anode material. Keeping the 

anode/cathode surface ratio always stable (0.056), the distance between them were 

changed gradually.. 

 

Figure 4.22 : Representative SEM micrograph of different anodes which state at 

different distance to cathode: a) 1cm/x2000 b) 1cm/x4500 c) 

2cm/x1000 d) 2cm/ x10000 e) 3cm/x500 f) 3cm/x15000 

 Infront (cm
2
) Back (cm

2
) Results 

1 5x2 4x2 No barnacle 

formation 

2 4x2 4x2 No barnacle 

formation 

3 3x2 4x2 No barnacle 

formation 

4 3x2 3x2 Barnacle forms on 

AAO 
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Figures 4.22a and b showed the anodic oxide film which was formed through the cell 

where the interdistance was 10mm. The barnacle structure was seen obviously. The 

etching effect was not prevalent on the pattern, so its microstructure would be 

different than the usual one. Figures 4.22c and d showed the anodic oxide film which 

was formed through the cell where the interdistance was 20mm. No barnacle 

structure appeared on the surface. Figures 4.22e and f showed the anodic oxide film 

which was formed through the cell where the interdistance was 30mm. No barnacle 

structure presented in the forming film. 

4.1.1.11. Effect of aluminum content in the electrolyte on pattern formation 

To understand how the barnacle structure formed during the anodic polarization 

within well determined condition and how the aging of the solution affected these 

patterns, an electrolyte containing 350 ml phosphoric acid, 150 ml sulfuric acid with 

0.25 gr dissolved Al was prepared.  

Two different experiments are done in the same electrolyte. 

Figures 4.23a,b showed the forming  anodic oxide film when the aged solution was 

used as electrolyte. (The distance between anode and cathode was 15mm and their 

surface ratio was 0.056) There was no barnacle structure on the oxide film however 

some imperfections of barnacle structure size were present.   

 

Figure 4.23 : Representative SEM micrograph about the aging solution effect on 

pattern formation (interdistance is 15mm) a) x1000 b) x5000  

Figures 4.24a,b  showed the forming  anodic oxide film when the aged solution was 

used as electrolyte. (The distance between anode and cathode was 30mm and their 
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surface ratio was 0.056). There was no barnacle structure on the oxide film however 

some irregular structure presented on the anodic oxide film. 

 

Figure 4.24 : Representative SEM micrograph about aging solution effect on pattern 

formation (interdistance is 30mm): a) x1000 b) x5000 

 

As the additional aluminum do not favor pattern formation, the barnacle structure‟s 

chemical composition was observed in more detail to understand its formation 

mechanism. First newly prepared barnacle structure was observed. (See Figure 

4.25a) 

Then the same anode was immersed into an electrolyte containing chromic acid and 

phosphoric acid for 2hours for etching process. Fig 4.25b depicted the EDS analysis 

of the barnacle after the stripping process. 

When the etched sample was observed, at 10kV the barnacle shaped pattern were not 

seen noticeably at first glance hence a topographic arrangement was applied on the 

sample to make them remarkable (see Figure 4.26.).  

Last, it was seen that barnacle structures were still present on the substrate even if the 

oxide film was stripped away. 

 

Figure 4.25 : Progressive SEM analysis of the stripped pattern surface
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Figure 4.26 : Barnacle shaped pattern‟s chemical composition before and after the stripping 
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4.1.2. AFM investigation 

In this study, the physical properties of barnacle patterns was measured via AFM. 

Through AFM analysis, it was seen that barnacle structures have amplitude of 60-

250nm  

 
Figure 4.27 : AFM analysis of „barnacle‟ structure forming on anodic oxide  

A

Figure 4.28 : AFM analysis of  expanded „barnacle‟ structure 
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4.2. Electrochemical Behavior of Barnacle Structure Formation 

In order to understand the formation mechanism of the barnacle structure, 

electrochemical measurement was done during anodic polarization process.  

Figure 4.29 showed E-t and I-t curves of the pattern formation process.  

The time where the best pattern was achieved is indicated on the graph. 

 

Figure 4.29 : Electrochemical behavior of the aluminum barnacle  

structure formation 

 

A systematic explanation about the electrochemical behavior of pattern formation 

mechanism was done through the Figure 4.30.   
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Figure 4.30 : A systematic explication about the electrochemical behavior of pattern formation mechanism 

Time (s) V(V)-t(s) i(A)-t(s) SEM pictures 
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10 

   

12 
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Figure 4.31 : A systematic explication about the electrochemical behavior of pattern formation mechanism (continued) 

16 

   
20 

   
30 
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Finally, the anode material were put in a closed box containing ethanol, and kept at 

room temperature for 24h, 48h, 72h and 1week. (Fig 4.32) Their permanence was 

investigated via SEM pictures: the results were always positive. (See Figure 

4.33)  

Figure 4.32 : The barnacle structure after 7 days 

 

Figure 4.33 : Ideal conservation condition of the barnacle structure  

 

It is seen that after 7days, the barnacle patterns are still present on the surface. 
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5. DISCUSSION 

Since 1950s, the scientists have focused on the production of alumina template which 

could be used in optoelectronic, electronic and magnetic industries. There have been 

many conventional or non conventional methods used so far, however all of them 

have some disadvantages and limitations such as getting pattern in  very limited  

areas, low throughput, long process duration and high cost.  

This study aims to find an appropriate electrolyte composition which makes 

anodization/electropolishing or etching on the aluminum surface. At the end of 

literatures search, a mixture of phosphoric  and sulfuric acid is chosen as a candidate  

electrolyte.  

By utilizing this electrolyte, for the first time in literature, a unique non porous 

pattern so called barnacle is obtained on an anodic oxide film of aluminum.This 

structure is very stable, has nano-functional properties and can be used as a template 

after anodizing.  

This chapter aims to discuss the formation mechanism of the barnacles.  

As Welsh explained in his article in 1953 [49], when aluminum is forced to dissolve, 

in aqueous solution, first a very thin oxide layer so called EDL forms on its surface. 

The importance of this film on pattern formation mechanism is emphasized by 

Yuzhakov [31, 32]. Yuzhakov have asserted that, the voltage applied in the 

electrochemical cell has to be larger than 10 V in order to overcome the high 

capacitance value of EDL, and make the system mass transfer controlled  

In the study, the electrochemical analysis (Figure 4.26) of the barnacle formation 

system is observed, at the beginning of the process, approximately 32V cell voltage 

has been observed in the non regulated power supply providing a „diffusion 

controlled‟ mechanism. In order to understand the formation mechanism, the 

potential–time and current-time diagrams obtained have been examined in four 

regions. (Figures 5.1 and  5.2) 
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Figure 5.1 : E (V)-t (s) curve of the barnacle formation process. 
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Figure 5.2 : I (A)-t (s) curve of the barnacle formation process 

The best barnacle structure have been acquired in between 10
th

 and 12
th

 seconds (see 

Figures 4.9e and 4.9g). This time coincidences the transition region on the E-t, i-t 

curves. (Figures 4.27 and 4.28). 

As soon as the aluminum is immersed into the electrolyte containing 350 ml 

phosphoric acid (98%), 150 ml sulfuric acid (67%) and current is passed the EDL as 

well as a compact, non-porous, high resistant anodic oxide film form on the anode 

surface. This film results in a decrease in current and an increase in voltage since it 

inhibits ionic current of the cell. This oxide film is thought to be mainly made of 

Al(OH)3 or AlPO4 because once the active anode surface reacts with electrolyte 

containing phosphate and sulfate ions the pH of the solution increases on the anode 

surface due to the reactions between the sulfate, phosphate and hydroxide ions and 

aluminum (see Equations 2.7, 2.8) The reaction between the water in the acids and 

Time passed as soon 

as the anode material 

is immersed into the 

electrolyte 

The power supply can 

not sustain current 

passing through the cell 

at this moment 
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hydrogen produced on the cathode surface also helps the formation of hydroxide 

ions, Equations 2.17 [34, 106] : 

3H
+ 

+ H2O  3 OH
-          

                 (2.17)
 

When the pH of the electrolyte is higher than 7, the aluminum ions are dissolved 

from the anode surface and begin to react with hydroxide ions to form Al(OH)3 or 

Al2O3.H2O [34, 106]   (see Equations 2.3a or 2.3b) 

Herein, it is worth to note that there is always Al(PO4) in this forming oxide film 

because of the reaction between Al(OH)3 and Al(PO4) (See Equations2.11-2.14) [34, 

106]. 

In this juncture, thanks to the results of the experiment with water on the pattern 

formation, main reason for barnacle formation is clarified (See Figure 4.8). If EDL 

was composed of Al(OH)3 film, the pattern would have had to be formed on the 

surface even in the case of an increase in water molecules. However, the 

experimental result shows that the patterns do not appear on the surface when water 

molecules concentration is increased in the electrolyte. This depicts that the amount 

of water molecules is very critical for pattern formation since their quantity directly 

affect the adsorption mechanism in the EDL. The SEM picture (Figure 4.1) of anodic 

oxide film formed through different electrolytes composition verifies this inference. 

If the electrolyte was only contained sulfuric (Figures 4.1a,b) or phosphoric acid 

(Figures 4.1o,p) (and some amount of water through their hydrous chemical 

composition), no pattern formation would be observed on the oxide film. Depending 

on the electrolyte different oxide film structure on the anode surface could have been 

form. That‟s why, in order to see some imperfections on the oxide film, it is 

important to attain a limit where the phosphate ions can be adsorbed on the surface. 

Electrolytes with compositions of 250 phosphoric/250ml sulfuric acid to 350 

phosphoric/150ml sulfuric acid, contain enough phosphate ions to form the barnacle 

structure on the anodic oxide film. It is worth to note that the phosphoric acid 

concentration controls the number of barnacle structure (see Figures 4.1i to 4.1k).  

The adsorption of phosphate ions in EDL are not influenced by surface asperities. 

Contrary to the experimental results of this study (Figures 4.13 and 4.17), Yuzhakov 

[31, 32] and Guo [12, 93] have claimed that the surface roughness is important for 
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pattern formation mechanism. The non uniform interface containing roughness 

creates higher electric fields at the hills resulting an increase in the dissolution rate. 

On the contrary, the valleys have lowered the electric fields than that of the hills, 

leads to a slower dissolution rate. However, their theory can not explain the pattern 

formation mechanism, since it only clarifies how the flattening of the surface occurs 

on the anode material. 

Herein, the “destabilizing potential gradient in the double layer” [93] theory gains a 

particular importance. In the theory, the charge accumulation in the electrolyte 

occurs on the hills where the potential gradient normal to the metal electrolyte 

interface reduces the threshold for the desorption of polarizable molecules, so the 

hills with higher potential gradient are covered by adsorbed molecules [83, 93]. 

These adsorbents block the reaction of the anode material with the electrolyte and 

decrease the dissolution rate of the rough surface. 

In order to control the adsorption mechanism of the phosphate ions, pretreatment 

effects on the pattern formation mechanism is revised. Through the results of the 

chemically, electrochemically polished and ultrasonically cleaned samples (Figure 

4.13), contrary to Yuzhakov [30,31], it is seen that non regular barnacle structure 

appear when the aluminum surface is perfectly polished. In fact, it is crucial to get 

clean surfaces in order to have regularly ordered patterns on AAO. For barnacle 

formation, some roughness on aluminum metal is required since the asperities 

increase the surface activity, and the reaction kinetic as well as it helps to the 

concentration of electric field on them.  

As far as the importance of the ultrasonic cleaning is concerned, As Regonini has 

indicated in his article [16], ultrasonic cleaning process helps to release surface 

stresses and hydrogen atoms from the anode material providing appropriate 

conditions for regular pattern formation.  

Once the phosphates ions are adsorbed on high electric field regions where they 

block the anode dissolution reaction, the etching effect of sulfuric acid becomes very 

important. Herein, the “field enhanced dissolution” prevails the pattern formation. At 

this point, two main concepts become noticeable: the anode/cathode interdistance 

and the anode/cathode surface ratio. 
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Total open surface area ratio of the anode/cathode surface, affects the pattern 

formation mechanism. The best solution is achieved when the ratio is 0.056.  

In case of anode-cathode interdistance, compatible with Vergera et. al [46] have 

asserted the interdistance changes the film formation and its composition since the 

conductivity and the ohmic resistance of the solution have a direct relation with this 

distance. As the distance is increased, the intensity of the electric field on the anode 

surface will decrease. Therefore insufficient energy on the anode surface will not 

allow the pattern nucleation. On the other hand, if the distance is too close, then the 

film morphology will be different due to incorporated anions present in the oxide 

field under higher electric field [46]. Since the competition between these two 

parameters influences the electric field distribution and the current density within the 

cell, it is obligatory to keep the interdistance and the anode/cathode surface ratio 

constant in polarization process. 

Herein, it is crucial to note that the existing anode material has to be thick enough in 

order to resist the local heating effect and to control the phosphate adsorption for the 

barnacle structure (Figure 4.12). This heat is the result of the reactions between 

aluminum oxide and acids molecules (see Equations 2.9, 2.10) during the oxide film 

dissolution [96, 21 15, 2, 17, 22, 48].  

To sum up, the roughness of aluminum surface is important and plays a significant 

role in electric field distribution on the anode material. As there is a three-

dimensional electric field distribution in the aluminum-oxide-electrolyte system, the 

electric field distribution along the surface is inhomogeneous both laterally and 

inward in the oxide which leads to get the barnacle structure at the back side of the 

anode material (Fig 4.18). So, the depth dependence of the electric field arises from 

the non-planarity of the barrier oxide layer and also from the space charge 

accumulated in the growth of the compact nonporous oxide containing incorporated 

ions from the electrolyte [46]. This charge appears in i-t curve as peaks caused by the 

incorporation of anionic impurities into the outer oxide layer. This process leads to 

the formation of pattern on the anodic oxide film as seen in this study. 

Hence, in order to overcome the local heating effect the thickness of the anode as 

well as stirring rate of the electrolyte play an important role in the pattern formation. 

Present study has shown that with 10mm thick anode material the local heating effect 

is managed in a stagnant electrolyte.  
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Different than Yuzhakov et al [30, 31], agitation inhibits the barnacle formation on 

AAO since the precipitation of the phosphate film is prevented and the limiting 

current is increased (contrary to the diffusion layer thickness) which results in the 

etching effect of the electrolyte (see Figure 4.10) [81]. 

The morphology of the barnacle structure is mainly driven by the electric field. Once 

the anode surface is covered by the oxide film (aluminum oxide film including 

phosphate ions), under a positive potential, the anode material continues to dissolve. 

Nevertheless, as the presence of this oxide film inhibits the dissolution, it makes 

aluminum ions to diverge to the active region of the film where the phosphate ions 

are adsorbed. This depicts that the barnacle structures are not only made of oxides. 

This hypothesis can be justified by stripping the film away from the anode surface 

with an acidic solution (see Figures 4.23,  4.24).  

 

Figure 5.3 : „Barnacle„ structure formation  

Here in it is important to remember that sulfuric acid being the second component of 

the electrolyte, increases the electrolyte conductivity and makes the anode interface 

non-uniform because of its interactions with the adsorbed molecules and the anodic 

oxide film. As a result of its reaction with adsorbed phosphate ions, a viscous 

compound forms on the pattern. However, as pattern surface is inclined, this viscous 

compound will drain down from the peak and accumulate at the foothill of the 

structure. At the same time, the oxide film is etched by the sulfuric acid in the 

electrolyte. (see Figure 5.3)   

Time and temperature are very important and they directly affect the pattern 

formation and etching. The best shaped barnacle structures are formed in anodic 

oxide film at 60°C in 10 to 12 seconds in the electrolyte containing 350 ml 

phosphoric, 150 ml sulfuric acid. 
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With an increase in time, the preformed patterns continue to grow and/or some new 

patterns form by the newly adsorbed phosphate ions and/or emerge of the 

incorporated phosphate species from the matrix due to sulfuric acid‟s etching effect         

(see Figure 5.4). 

Figure 5.4 : Continuity of the pattern formation mechanism 

With futher increase in time or further polarization, it is highly possible to deform 

barnacle structure on AAO (see Figures 4.9k and 4.9l). Because the top of the pattern 

formed (phosphate ion) is dissolved with sulfuric acid. Meanwhile emerged 

aluminum ions (from the active dissolution of metal or from the hcp cell‟s pore of the 

anodic oxide film) react with free phosphate ions of the electrolyte to form a viscous 

aluminum phosphate compound to prolong the pattern formation (Remember, it also 

possible to have aluminum oxide film with the electrolyte species like phosphoric 

acid). Brief, the forming and pre-formed pattern stay together until a critical time 

[94].  

So far, the effect of parameters on the pattern formation has been discussed. In 

Figure 5.5 gives a schematic for the evolution of pattern during anodic polarization 

process. 
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Figure 5.5 : A schematic of the pattern evolution. 

 

Among all parameters, pH, ion concentration and temperature are the most important 

for the barnacle structure formation [94]. The temperature is important since it has 

direct relation with reactions‟ kinetics.  

Taking all these into consideration, if the pattern formation occurs at 80°C (Figures 

4.11 c, d), the active dissolution reaction rate and the number of aluminum ions 

emerged from the oxide film (hcp structure) will increase leading to get more 

aluminum ions in the electrolyte in order to react with free phosphate ions; moreover, 

it also increases the reaction between the anodic oxide film and the phosphoric acid 

of the electrolyte which results in thicker aluminum phosphate film covering the 

barnacle shaped pattern. This structure is quite different than those obtained in 

12seconds at 60°C since some deformation on the oxide film is remarkable.  

In the case of 40°C, the surface is likely to be anodized because the anodization 

temperature of phosphoric acid (350 H3PO4/500ml of the electrolyte) is 30°C 

(Figures 4.11a,b). This temperature is too high for sulfuric acid (it is expected to 

make anodization at 20°C), it leads to an increase in the conductivity of the 

electrolyte and enhancing the anodization effect of the phosphoric acid on the 

substrate. Moreover, when this temperature is insufficient to increase the aluminum 

phosphate compound formation, the surface can not be covered by this oxide film.  

No pattern formation occurs in the oxide film when the electrolyte is agitated during 

polarization process. Because, the patterns are formed via aluminum phosphate ions 

present in the EDL, their shape is determined by the divergence of the aluminum ions 

to the active sites (adsorbed phosphate ions) of the anode material. 
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In summary, the barnacle shaped pattern formation in the anodic polarization of 

aluminum is a complex mechanism where many competitive reactions occur 

simultaneously on the anode surface and in the electrolyte. In fact, the dynamic 

equilibrium between the oxide formation and dissolution reactions make the pattern 

stable in the anodic oxide film. In order to further understand the formation of the 

barnacle structure the schematic of the pattern formation in the anodic polarization of 

aluminum is given in Figure 5.8 
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Formation of an EDL and thin compact oxide film on the aluminum 

surface as soon as the aluminum gets contact with electrolyte 

 

 

The dissolution of the anode in rough regions due to the field enhanced 

dissolution process 

Al
+3  

             SO4
-2  

         PO4
-3         

OH
-          

H
+ 

Meanwhile, the adsorption and nucleation of polar phosphate compounds 

on the aluminum‟s active sites due to the EDL destabilizing effect.  

These adsorbed particles inhibit the dissolution process.  

             Al
+3  

            SO4
-2  

        

Under high electric field effect, open surface of the aluminum will be 

oxidized. When it is covered with the oxide film, aluminum ions diverge 

to adsorbed phosphate, the active sites of the anode material, in order to 

be emerged into the electrolyte. This emphasizes the barnacle shaped 

pattern structure on the anode material (while the outer part of the oxide 

film containing adsorbed phosphate ions promote continuous pattern 

formation in the oxide film) 

  

 

    

Sulfuric acid increasing the electrolyte conductivity makes the interface 

non-uniform because of its interactions with the adsorbed molecules and 

the anodic oxide film. 
     

The reaction of the adsorbed phosphate ions with sulfuric acid or the 

emerged aluminum ions with free phosphate ions or the oxide film with 

phosphoric acid of the electrolyte result in the formation of a viscous 

aluminum phosphate film. However as the pattern surface is inclined, the 

compound will drain down from the peak and accumulate at the foothill 

of the pattern  

 

     

 

Sulfuric acid‟s reaction with phosphate film is slower than its reaction 

with the oxide film. The flashing part of the pattern which is covered by 

phosphate film is hindered for a limited time from sulfuric acid‟s etching 

effect.  

As the anodic film, free of phosphate film, is continuously etched by 

sulfuric acid, the new pattern begins to form when the incorporated or 

adsorbed phosphate ions are revealed. 

 

Figure 5.6 : Modeling of barnacle formation mechanism 

PO4
-3

     

Incorporated phosphate ions 

Adsorbed phosphate ions 

Adsorbed phosphate ions 

Incorporated phosphate ions 

Adsorbed phosphate ions 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, aluminum anodic polarization in a different electrolyte is 

observed and following conclusions are drawn: 

 A new pattern called „barnacle‟ with an amplitude of 60-240nm is achieved 

very first time in the literature, during the anodic polarization of aluminum in 

a stagnant electrolyte containing 250ml phosphoric, 250ml sulfuric acid as 

well as 350ml phosphoric, 150ml sulfuric acid. 

 This structure has nano functional properties and can be anodized to form 

alumina template. 

 The anodic oxide film structure and composition are mainly dependent on the 

electrolyte composition. As the concentration of phosphoric acid is increased, 

the nucleation sites for the barnacle structure increase on the anodic oxide 

film. 

 The water quantity in the electrolyte is very crucial. The polarity of the water 

inhibits the adsorption mechanism of phosphate ions in EDL resulting no 

patterning. 

 The anode surface has to be rough enough since the phosphate ions are 

adsorbed preferentially on these active sides where the electric field is 

concentrated. So the roughness favors the barnacle formation.  

 The agitation controls the anodic oxide film formation mechanism. It 

increases the diffusion layer thickness and improves etching effect of sulfuric 

acid on AAO since the precipitation of the phosphate containing oxide film is 

inhibited. 

 The aluminum content in the electrolyte is crucial because when the solution 

is aged too much (higher than 0.5gr Al/lt), the barnacle structures are covered 

by a thin oxide film containing phosphate molecules. 

 An increase of the temperature increases the kinetics of the oxidation and 

oxide film formation reactions. As the number of emerged ions within the 
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electrolyte is increased they react with free phosphate ions, forming a thick 

oxide film covering the barnacle formation on the anode material.  
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